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Reward.

Meet your friends at Ottawa CounClaim. Big
it woulc|
ftt least $1,000 more
Fair. Auditorium.
. A claim for the $500 reward offered to put this system in vogue. It
for informationleading to the cap- would mean a double tax role, double
"Detroit will open her poultry show ture of Richard H. Post was pre- treasurera salary,double receiptB.in
on January 26 and remain opeu un- sented to the hoard of supervisors be- fact the system would simply doable
til February 1.
fore its adjournment and after some everything. The Mayor thought
discussion was laid over until the next that it would bring about leas re*
The headquartersof Big
If shoveling in coal and carrying
session of the board. The claim was 1 quests for exemptions if the taxes
out the ashes were all there is to run
Ben, an alarm clock almade
by Rispah A. Norris, formerly j were spread over two payments.
ning a furnace it would be excellent
ready famous
its
exercise. But many a man becomes Mrs. Rispah Post of Lansing, through This point was well taken. Art
her father, and the claim included a Drinkwuter said it weuld be a great
many good qualties at dangerously fatiguedwhen it comes minute
statement
statement oi
oi the circum- bPDefit to the laboring man, in
to writing out checks for the coa
stances; a copy of the letter from
the age of two years.
merchant.
Richard H. Post in Monterey, Mex- which he is quite right. It was the
ica, to his wife, the original envelope consciences of opinion that the
George Williams, who has long in which the letter came and a card people werr in favor of it, and to be
been making th.s territory as travel containing the picture of Harry Post sure, they will be asked to decide
and the announcement of the reward
Theres a reason. Let us show you.
ing salesman for the Jndson Grocery
for themselves.
offered by Sheriff Andre.
Oo.. has been made house salesman.
Mrs. Rispah Norris sets up the fact
A sky rocket went up in the connGeorge will no longer visit Holland. that she was formerly Mrs. John A. cil rooms last night in the person
Nor will be be bothered with any Post, and while a summer resident of of Dr. Preston Scott. The doctor
more ghosts coming from the Sau- Macatawa some years ago, met Harry was loaded for bear. He was on the
Post and was very well acquainted
gatuck graveyard.But that’s anoth- with him. Since that time, however, trail of the Holland Gas company.
er story.
she has separatedfrom her husband,
Said the doctor: uThree months
who left her to go to England with ago my gas bills were 150 per cen*
Tickets for the banquet to be giv- another woman, and she obtained a
less than they are today, under the
en by the Merchants association are divorce. She was living in Lansing
with her father, when the letter ad- new management. One month I was
selling fast and those merchants and
dressed to Mrs. R. H. Post was de- out of my office all month, and. the
friends who wish to attend will have livered to her. Very naturally she
bill was the highest I ever got. the
to secure their tickets soon. The states, she opened the letter by mislights were never lighted that
banquet will be held in G. A. R. take. Having read of the disappearance of R. H. Post, she immediately month at all. I don’t care what the
hall Monday Jan. 30. Tickets 50c.
recognized the fact that the letter was price of the gas is, ns long as . I get
The committee promises to provide from the missing man to his wife.
quality. The heat in our gae is such
the best on the market. Hoffman
Without delay she notifiedLansing Uist
at Ilea
cannot melt the gold I use in
officerswho in turn notified the OtBros, will serve the banquet.
my
business,
let alone the baser
tawa county officers, and the informaWe have Confidence in our
metals,
and
I
have
been compelled
tion,
she
claims,
led
to
the
holding
The News wishes to correct a
statement which appeared in last of Mr. Post in Mexico. Thereforeshe to go back togaaoline. Then again
places her claim for the $500.
our meter was nontinnally changed
weeks’ issue concerning Leonard
The presentation of the document
Van Regenmorters’ marriage. Mr. caused no little stir on the board without permiseion. I brought in
ilaint as to the meter, but
Van Regenmorter is still living in when it was brought to the attention no complaint
single blessedness and the congratu- of the open board. Several expressed when the new meter was put in, you
the opinion that the sheriff had ex- aught to see those gaa bill.” Exit
lations offered by his friends came
ceeded his authority in offering the
as a surprise, causing much embar- large reward, and there was some the doctor.
Alderman Van Eyck: “So they
In fact we have so much faith
rassment. The report was sent in talk of not allowingthe claim at all.
in the values we offer that we are
gave
you a peipetual motion meter,
The
action
putting
consideration
of
by mistake by our correspondent at
willing to give you
the demand over until the next meet- doctor, did they,” but the doc had
Macatawa.
ing of the hoard, will hold the matter
flown. Ar a result of thisoutburet.lt
A Liberal
The egg market took a remarka- up for a time at least.
has baen ordered that the gas testfor the asking.
ble tumble this week, the price droping machine be pot in operationimping from thirty cents to twenty- From Macatawa Park to Florida in a mediately,to test the quality of the
A trial in your home will prove
Franklin.
four. This is due to quotations
gas, ana also the instrument for
to you the superiority of our coffees.
A business which requires his presfrom the east. It is said the good
ence from May to October at Maca- testing meters. Every meter in the
hens are yielding eggs remarkably
tawa Park, and from October to May city will be tested and read, and e
for January and that all hens will at West Palm Beach, Florida, makes competent man will be hired for a
lay early this spring. This is good the automobile an economical and term of three months, to do this
news to all people except those who convenient vehicle for W. A. Weihe.
work. A1 Toppen, a former Holland
Mr. Weihe does a business in sumare holdihg eggs in storage waiting
Gas
Co. employee, has been suggest33 W. 8th St’
mer
and
winter
-rottages.
When
the
185 River St
for forty cents. It is reported that summer season closes and the winter ed for this position. .
Citz. Phone 1014
a Hopkins buyer has 2,200 cases in season opens he goes from Michigan
The committee who was to report
storage upon which he could have to Florida and in the spring comes
on
s commission form of governmade a profit of £1 per case at back. He has just made a trip from
this state
ate to Florida in a Franklin ment, asked for an extention of time,
Thanksgivingtime. Now he will touring car, completinga run of 2,252
say two months, or rather until after
doubles lose money. It is not ex miles when he reached the southern
election- This same committee also
pected that a higher price will pre- winter resort.
Mr. and Mrs. Weihe left Macatawa deferred the Van Duren-Stephsn
It’s great!
The Ottawa Countv vail again this winter. Dairy butter
and
traveled through Canada to Ni- controversy relative to justice fees,
Fair.
also dropped yesterdayfrom twentyagara Falls and thence through Erie for two weeks. Alderman Van Eyck
eight to twenty-two for choice grades to Pittsburg. From there they travJacob Kuite will put a new plate
held up the repoit of Justice Van
—Allegan Gazette.
eled down to Cumberland, Md.,
glass front in his meat market on
der Meulen, who finds himself in the
through Virginia, North and South
West Eighth street.
Carolina and Georgia to Jacksonville. same boat as1 Justice Van Duren,
Eilly Mason Coming to Holland
Mountains were crossed on the way, namely that these reports must ha
John Barkel was picked up by
Billy Mason, former U- S. senator and at times roads were rocky, nar- brought in each month. Van der
row trails. Pretty mountain scenery Meulen’s reports contained fees for
Officer Meeuwsen Saturday evening from Il’inoisand an orator of ex
characterized the drive just before ensn a plain drunk charge. He plead ceptional ability, will lecture in
tering the Shenandoah valley. Down October,and therefore the ways and
guilty before Justice Miles Monday Holland a week fr^m tonight, His the side of one of these the car coasted means committee wishes to investimorning and paid a fine of 15.
subject will be “The Personality of 2.4 miles.
gate the matter.
The September storms left Florida
Win. McKinley”. This subject is
The committee on wavs and means
Siba Riemersma was arrested
Sat_.res
roads in a bad condition, and from
especially appropriate at this time
who
had the swimming proposition
Titusvilleto West Palm Beach, a disurday evening on a drunk charge.
as the birthdayof Wm. McKinley, tance of 150 miles, the car was under consideration, recommend the
He had celebrateda little too much
our martyred president, falls on shipped, the only available highway erection of two small swimming
at a dance given at the home of Mr.
being over the railroad ties, a permit
Sunday, Jan. 28.
pools by the city next spring, one to
and Mrs. Fred Damson, West Sixfrom the railroad company being
Billy Mason was in the United
be
built nea
near the glass works, and
necessary if that route were taken.
teenth street Monday morning he
States Senate while McKinley was
the
other
in the western part of the
appeared in Justice Miles’ court and
presidentand was his most bitter
city.
paid a fine and costs amounting to
politicalenemy. He was the origiAlderman Holkeboer,Who is the
$7.
nal insurgentat that time and was
whole committee on sidewalks, had
If you are superstitious about the a strong orator on the door of the
no report outside of the fact that
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go to

make room
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which must
new goods

for

¥

coming on.
We

are going to

make them go by offering

discounts on same from 20

your room, then come
thing

to suit

If

and

in,

to

50 per cent.

and see if
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VAN’S

RESTAURANT

JOHN^HOFFMAN, Prop
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Citz. Phone 1252

Try our regular meals. We also put

up lunches to

take out. Catering a Specialty.

.

Fresh Domestic Baked Goods for sale daily.
Tables for ladies and

Gents.

8 W. Eighth Street

t
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Florida Prairie

Lands i

number 13 you had better give us
your quarter dollars, for on each one
are 13 stars, 13 letters in the s roll
of the eagle’s beak, 13 leaves on the
olive branch, 13 arrow heads an 1 13
letters in the words ‘‘quarterdol
lar.” Now it’s not safe to keep them
so just bring them in and get credit
on your subscription for the full
amount.

The livery bam that has been
owned and operated fora number of
years by Mrs. L. A. Stratton and
aon, at the corner of Central avenue
and Seventh street, has been sold to

John and

Hub

Boone.

The new

owners took poesesaionMonday
morning and

4|*

Y

"

lor $20.00 and $25.00 per

ucre.

Call in

trip, $36.90.

Two
of Mr.

or send for our

bo°klet. Excursion twice each month.^Fare for

[round -

34

L

Sth St.

en^1

boys, aged six and four, sons

and Mrs. John

Hofstra of

enta

much

anxiety last Thursday

home.

I* he police picked np one on
avenue and the other on Cenavenue and had a good deal of

trouble m locating their parents as
the children were eo confused that
they could give no information.

[Agent
Holland, Mich.

Advertising in the News pays. Try

lines as before.

^ evening by wanderingaway from
tral

H. Tor

same

Twenty-first street, caused their par-

Fret

John

will continue the busi-

neaa along the

it

\

senate.

We

they were slippery.

will be able to bear

him

beof Frank Conglo-

Central ave. and Sixteenth street
aud vicinity will have a patrol man
ton and Abe Stephan. While the
during the rnglit,‘says the council.:^
old McKinley club was still in exisWhy wouldn't John Van Wieren be
Hurrah! Central avenue is to be a cracker Jack? He knows this ward
tence Mason’s promise to come and
address us was secured but his com- paved feom Seventh street to Eigh- by heart, and can lay his band on
ing was prevented by sickness. Now teenth street. This is the decision every desperate character in the
however, he is ready to fulfill that of the property owners along that ward. Even Alderman Holkeboer,
promise and has let the boys know street and goes to show that Holland who sometimes does the disappearthat he will surely be here at the ap- is waking up and a progressive ing act, will be shy of that eagle
spirit is taking hold of its citizens.
pointed thne.
eye,
City Engineer Naberhuis spent
Billy Mason’s speeches are alLincoln ave., Ninth street, Colways rich in wit and humor and the two weeks educating the property lege ave. and Eleventh street and
patrons who attend the lecture may holders as to the advisability of one block on east Eighth street, will
rest assured that it will not be dry paving and as a result of his have a sewer, and the board of pubbut entertaining and interesting thorough work 34 property owners lic works has been asked to get
are for the proposition and 19 plans and estimates ready. This
from beginning to end.
The lecture will be given next against. Taking it according to sewer will also connect with the CoThursday evening,Jan. 26 at Price’s frontage the proposition also carried lumbia ave. school.
Rink. The popular price of 25 as follows: Favorable 2,535 feet,
The Council adjourned, when Alcents has been charged to defray the opposed 1,424 feet, would not vote derman Lawrence “walked right in
expenses of securing the hall, rail- 462 feet, will vote with the majority and turned around, and walked
road fare and incidental expenses. 330 feet. This includes two church- right out again.”
This price is within the reach of all es the consistory of which declared
and a large crowd should greet the they would not stand in the way of
His Lot
public improvements. At first the
lecturer next Thursday evening.
“In the criticaltimes upon which
intention was to pave from Eighth
he has fallen it behooves the police
street to Eighteenth street, but so
Remember the time a ad place
to be vigilant and not lot the enemy
many
protests
have
been
coming
in
The only event of the season — Otta*
oatch them sleeping at their post**
asking that the block to Seventh “In other words, a policeman's lot It
wa County Fair.
street should also be paved that the tot a happy one."
cause of the efforts

—

aldermen included that block. A
has its val‘pasopto aq Ann meeting of the property holders will
aeof kicking Sappui on Xapnaq pxva Snnwi v be held next Wednesday in order to
Sown Oats.
another "lady’’ in New York proved liuo Xauocu jo amn til J^qiia »lTin
“It’s no good looking at me llkt
ascertain what kind of paving they
that Bhe was wearing a hobble skirt spoa qam* pv injps} v n\ jisja iioqa
that, father,"said AugustusFrederick,
desire.
twelve years old, as his parent, havat the time. Although the mania- v apnrn Xapraq jajjB sja*otf jo xoq
The matter of collectingtaxes in !ng punished SebastianClaude, four*
v jo qooq « Mptroa jo xoq t puas ex
trate was no Solomon he immediately
July and December will be left to teen years old, for being in possession
•AVKJ |Epog y
discharged the defendant.
the people to decide this spring. Al- of ^ packet of Rose of the Prairie,
dermen Van Tongeren and Van looked searcblnglyat him. “Yon
eiora
aron
*
mi*
Xlfieflswtf
Follow the crowd to Ottawa Counjo tv ob n» nox qtpa i :a9vg aq
Eyck objectedto it on the grounds know perfectly well I chucked smokJan. 31— Febr. 1.
•uiBBOJBg jo qonoj.
of additional expense, claiming that ing when I was eight "—London Globe,.
Even

ty

the hobble skirt

2

HOLLAND CITY

NEWS

of the Theol. Gerrit Mulder, in the presence of a
Beaverdam.
\
Seminary at Holland. Mr. De number of relatives and friends,
The young people of thecatechi
Bruyn, a student of the Theo . Sem- Rev. Guikema officiating.
cal class of the Christian Reformed
inary at Grand Rapids, conducted
The Crisp Creamery Co. has
the three services of the First hired Harm Arnoldmk as milk- church were pleasantlyentertained
at the parsonage. A delightful
Christian Reformed church last weigher for a year.
evening
was spent with singing
Sunday.
Rev. H. Guikema has received a
and recitations,and the pastor #as
Mrs. R. Haan visited friends in call from Harrison, S. Dak. This
presented with a very handsome
is the third call Rev. Guikema has
Holland Ssturday.
cutter as a token of the youfig
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. G. Van received this month.
peoples’ esteem. Light refreshMiss Henrietta Plaggermars has mems were served.
der Molen — a son.
Isaac Westenburg

Zeeland
P. H. Brouwer, for several years
janitor of the First -Reformed
church in this city, has resigned
his position and will devote Ins
time to correspondingfor newspapers.

ids has declined

Masseling attended him.

C. J. Bouwens fell from his
barn, a distance of 14 feet, breaking his nose and cutting a large
gash in his lower lip.
Lewis W. Hartwick, formerly of
Zeeland, died Monday at his home
at Rockford, III., after but four
days of illness with quinsy. Mr.
Hartwick will be remembered as
•one of the early publishers of the
Zeeland Record and served Zeeland as village clerk.
of

the

of

call

ate.

of

their goods in the furniture building in Grand Rapids this month.
In one day last week they received
an order for more then .$5,000.

They employ 60 men and

it is the

to Mr. and Mrs.

Henry

El-

family moved inga — a daughter.
Born to Mr. and Mrs Fred
from Beaverdam to this city last
"Wednesday and will reside om Mc- Volkersma..adaughter.

and

JKinley street.

At

read to the directors at their annual
meeting, was more interestingthan
ever, chiefly because of the loss of
business and members. This does
not mean that the company has suffered in the least, for it gained as
many new members as it lost, and
Every farmer should have print- the year’s regular business was neved stationery on which to write his er better; so that the directors found
letters. It is the mark of the busi- the affairs of the company as sound
ness man, and the successfulfarm- as they could wish and the company
er is essentially a business man. ,A
highly prosperous. The lightning
letter written on printed stationery rod question fought out last year
will receive more prompt attention
caused many members to leave the
than one which is written on plain company because they could not get
paper and enclosed in a plain en- any better rate of insurance with
velope. Bring us in a photo- rods than without them. Many, it
graph of your farm home or stock will be remembered, thought the
for a halftpne for your stationery
rods ought to be recognizedas efand let us tell vou what we can do, fective in large measure agaiust
for good stationery will pay you
lightning,but the majority ruled
dividends in the end.
against them, so many left this com-

Among

the jurors selected for
Mr. Branderhorst of Drenthe the Allegan circuit court are Henwas in the city Tuesday on busi- ry Van Dam of Overisel, Henry
ness.
Lugers, Sr., of Laketown, E. W.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Klunder- Scalts of Saugatuck, and John Dykhuis of Fillmore.
man — a son.

Born

iinest factory in Zeeland.

C. Heyboer

Baron Munchausen’s famous book

RHEUMATISM

Grand Rapextended At a congregationalmeeting
which took place at the Christian
to him by the First Christian ReReformed church at West Olive for
formed church of this city.
the purpose of securing a regular
L. Elenbaas who has been workpastor it was decided to extend a
ing for several years on the farm of
call to the Rev. R. Van der Tieft
Mr. Bekius at Omaha, Neb , re- of Grant, Mich. The meeting was
turned to the home of his parents,
well attended. Rev. D. R. Drukker
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Elenbaas, in of Holland, presiding.
Blendon. Mr. Elenbaas who has
At a special congregational meetpurchased a tarm in Coopersville,
ing which took place at the ChrisMich., says that rarming is better
tian Reformed church at South Lightning Rods did not Strike" original living scene; but that some
in Michigan than in Nebraska.
Farmers Right.
exhibitors of such scenes got into
Olive, it was decided to ffuy a new
Miss Lulu DeKruif, one of the
trouble because the actors in them
pipe organ at the cost of $1,200.
The annual report of the Farm- had indulged in vile language, forgetsociety leaders of our city has left
ess’ Mutual Fire Insurance company ful of the fact that the motion of the'r
for Lansing to take an appointof Allegan and Ottawa counties, lips was perfectly reproduced, and
Overisel
ment as stenographer for the sen-

John Van Wyk who lives on
Harrison avenue, slipped on the
street and broke his right arm. Dr.

The Colonial Clock Mf’e. Co.
Zeeland are exhibit'ng a full line

of Munchajusen’e.

„

Olive.

Rev. L. Ve ikamp

\

Achievementsof Modem Science Make
Story More Incredible Than Any

of travels was published in 1785, exactly a century and a quarter . ago.
That Is not a very long time, says the
New York Evening Post. But suppose
Munchausenhad professedto carry
his travels Into an undiscovered land,
Martin Diekema of Beaverdam, where science and Invention had had
a start of a century or two aa comfell from his barn on which he was
reliable preparation for both Internaland ex*
working and broke his right arm pared with Europe; and suppose that Aterns!
tue1 that elves quick relief
nil to the sufferer.
he had told of an Invention by which Applied externallyIt stone aU
and elbow joint. A physicianfrom
tl
the exact picture of an object was Taken InternaUylt dissolves
____ RShSofsonouKS
this city attended him.
tance and assists nature In restoringthe sys*
permanently Impressed upon a plate tem to a healthy condition. Sold by drugelsts.
One Dollar per bottle,or sent prepaid upon
by a brief exposureto light; that at
receipt of price If not obtainable In your looaUty.
Vriesland,
first It took some minutes . of exposure to make the picture,but that
At the annual business meeting
year by year methods were found for
of the Christian Endeavor society
Increasing the sensitivenessof the
which was held in the Reformed plates, until at last a picture could be
church here the followingofficers obtained in an almost infinitesimal
were elected; Pres., Res. G. De fraction of a second; that a favorite
Jonge; vice pres., Robert Kroods- amusement of the people was to look
ma; secy., Gerrit Meengs; treas., at a swift succession of pictures of
^jTTi tiuii-JI i'T-T % V . X A
this kind, portraying persons and
Jeanette De Jonge.
things in motion, which produced upon
WRITE TO-DAY for a trial bottle of Drops’
the eye the precise impression of the and test it yourself. We will gladly send It to

Mr. and Mrs. John Van Zanten returned,after visiting friends and
and Mrs. Simon Den Uyl of Hol- relatives in Holland and vicinity
land visited at the home of Mr. and for several days.
Mrs. G. J. Buter on West Main
street.

-

EQUALS BEST BARON TOLD

A meeting of the business men

of the local and citizens of Zeeland was held in
poultry association the following the c:ty hall last Tuesday evening
officers were elected; President, for the purpose of requestingthe
G. Nederveld; vice president, Jas. council to force tne railroad comc], De Koster; secretary, John A. panics to slacken the speed of the
"Hartgerink;treasurer, M. Looker- trains that passthrough the city.
“Be. Thirty-four were enrolled as The council has decided to look
I into the matter and see what can
the first meeting

;

members.

Holland High defeated Zeeland be done- 0u,y one crossin6 is
High basketballteam in the open- guarded by a watchman and it is
Hendrik Jan Lubbers sold to pany to take insurance in mutual
ing game of the winter schedule in claimed that the lives of school
Fred T. Miles of Holland, 130 companies that give a rod-rate.
Lycet-m rink at Holland last Fri- children aud pedestrians are enacres of section 25, Laketown.
This company lost 325 members on
day night by af score of 33 to I7i dangered.
account of this dissention, but gainCapr. Hadden’s men led from
-ed 323 new ones. It lost $0915,570
Fore$t Grove.
*3tart and closed the first half by
Hamilton
worth of business but wrote $581 . the score of 17 to 5. Brouwer, for- •
, r
i ;i0
Mr. Gerrit De Kline, aged 79 920 in new risks. The liabilities of
ward for the locals, led in the , , Joseph F.' be>.'’
^ k gh» years, died at his home near Forest the company in 1909 were $0 600,
points, securing nine goais. Zee.
Grove, after a long illness, of old while for 1910 they are but $3,700.
a severe cold which settled on his
- JA&d scored most of its points on
age He was born in the Nether- It has no contests nor unpaid losses
lungs. He has been bedridden ever
(ouls.
since. He 'S under the care of Dr. lands and was one o( the poineers on hand, and paid during the year
of this vicinity, residing for more
At the annual stockholdersmeet- Rigterink.
$23,928.98 in losses. All of wbibh
then 50 years near I*t)rpstGrove. j8 a fjlie showing and highly satising of fhe Zeeland State Bank
A. J. Klomparens was confined
Deceased is survived by a widow, fHrtory f0 SecretaryG L Hicks and
.this city the followingboard of di. (0 the holiSe two or three days renine children and sevefa! grand- , the directors,
nnaors were chosen: J- D<=n Her- cent|v wi(h a co|d
children. Funeral services were
vder, F. Boonstra, H. De Krmf,
,
r
,
Lahuis, John Veneklassen, Dr.
"ew 5a'bet' C- Ah VV°od' 15 held last Saturday from the home Farmers Mutual Fire Insurance
G. Huizenga, and C. j. Den Her- do.ng a good bus, ness these days. and from the First Reformed
Elect Officers.
der. The annual report shows that) W. W. Burnett of this village is church at Forest Grove, the Rev.
Re election of directors and offithe bank had the most prosperous taking treatments (or muscular ail- P. P. Cheff, pastor of the First
cers
marked the annual meeting of
Reformed
church
of
Zeeland
offiyear since its organization,closing ment in Alligan,going there nearly
the
Citizens’
Mutual Fire Insurance
ciating.
Interment
took
place
at
the year with deposits of more than every day, with good prospects of
company
of
Kent.
Allegan and Ot
the
Forest
Grove
cemetery.
one million dollars. The cashier, a permanent cure.
;

|

;
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.
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FPEetria!
*

you postpaid,absolutelyfree.

SWANSON IH^OIATIO CORE I0IHNY,

RIMEMBER THE NAME

“5-DROPS’’

that deaf mutes had been taught to
read the lips. Would not this story
have been regarded as equaling in Incredibility,

and

surpassing in

gro-

teaquenesB? almost anything the baron
actually put into his book?

HERE

IS

THE “PERFECT” CAT

/swansonX
fj PILLS
1
REMEDY
THK GREAT

I

For CONSTIPATION

HEADACHE I
SOUR STOMACH I

Expert Describesthe Points Which
Constitute- the StandardType

SICK

of Feline.

Hiart Burn, Belching and
Catastrophecame to many cats

of-

all classes at the annual exhibitof the

i

LIVER TROUBLES

f

Los Angeles (Cal.) Cat club.
Here Is Mrs. de Blin’s description
of the perfect or standard cat:

“The perfect type v of male must
have a large round head, small ears
Bet far apart, and large, round eyes.
He should be set low on his legs, and
the upper Joints of the legs should be
short. The male should have large,
strong logs, and the broad chest of the
bulldog. He should have a general
stocky build. Colors vary with the different classes. The nose should be
Btub, and the tall, when extended over
the back, should not reach farther
than the shoulderJoint. In general,
the brush should be short and thick,
aud in proportion to the build. The
same characteristicsare required for
females, except that the nigged frame
of the male is not essential.
“A tabby cat Is a cat with markings, either of stripes or blotches, In
light or dark shades. The name comes
from the old Persian word Atabe,

meaning watered silk.’’

•

Where Women Work.
The smallest dependency of France
Is the He d’Hoedle, situated at the
east of Belle Isle. Its population is
two hundred and thirty-eight. They
do not speak French, except the cure

W. L.

DOUGLAS

*3.00, *3.50,

®4.00

& *5.00

SHOES
Best

In

the World

UNION

MADE
Boys9

Shoos
$2.00
and
$2.50
ratt Color Eyeleti

W.

Uttd

L

Douglas shoes are the lowest
price, quality considered,in the world.
Their excellent style) easy fitting and
long wearing qualities excel thoae of
other makea. If you have been paying
high prices for your shoea, the next time
you need a pair give W. L Douglas shoes
a trial You can save money on your
footwear and get shoes that are just as
good in every way as those that have
been costing you higher prices.
If you could visit our large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and see for yourself
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other makes.
CAUTION —W. L Douglas name and price la

and the school master, but Celtic,
At a special congregational meet- ,avva C("indp8 Thursday Directors: and they are provided with food at an
Den Herder, entertained tne j Our mill pond is being well utilboard of directors and bank em- ized these da\s, and the young ing held in the Reformed church 9'. Carlyle, Courtland;Charles J inn managed by the women. Fishing
ployes at his home. The institu- people are taking advantage of »he for the purpose of receivinga reg- Rice, Sparta; E. A. Hoag, Grand Is the principal industry. The profits ilamped on the bottomto protect the weaier against
high pricesatxl Inferior shoea. Take No Huhatlular pastor, it was decided by a Rapids; W. McCrodan, Dutton; J. are divided up each year among the tu to. If W. L Dougins ahoes are not for sale In your
tion commenced business as a state sport, together with older ones.
vicinity,
wrtie for Mail Order Catalog. W.L Douglas,
W.
Shisler,
Caledonia;
H.
D.
Smith,
inhabitants.
The
men
live
on
soup
and
Brockton.
flALE By
bank on Jan. 1, 1900, with deposits
Hans Fisher of Zeeland was a unanimous vote to offer a call to
Hopkins; Martin Van Loo, Zeeland: fish, and smoke pipes with lobster
of less than $200,000 and now at recent visitorhere with his relatives. the Rev. M. L. Broekstra of Morclaws for stems. The women do all
rison, III. This is the second time Wm. H McCarn, Trowbridge; D D.
present with $1,000,000.
Our roads are in a criticalconthe hard work— get In the harvest,
Tourtellotte,
Glenn;
Fred.
L
McThe followingboard of directors dition these days owing to the re- the congregation has called Rev.
look out for wreckage, and gather
Omber,
Allegan;
A.
1.
Fairbanks,
Broekstra. Rev. G. De Jonge of
were chosen at the annual meeting cent thaw.
seaweed, from which they extract
Vriesland presided at the meeting Fillmore; John Codhey, Polkton; soda. The town has no streets. The
of the Commercial and Savings
J. C. Holmes attended the funerand Lucas Kempers acted as sec- L M. Wolf. Georgetown- Officers. houses are of mud. The, Islanders
Bank, held in one of the rooms of
al of Mrs. Benjamin Van Raalte at
President, Robert Alward, Wyom- have a yearly feast In the early part
Vissers&Dekker
retary.
the bank; Wm. Wichers, pres.; D.
Holland last Saturday.
ing, vice president and treasurer, of October. The Island possessesa
Sytzema, vice pres.; Benj. NeerWall paper and
William McCrodan, Dutton; secre- good water supply. The governing
ken, cashier; directors, Dr. W. G.
Drenthe
paints, oils, brushes,
tary, D- W. Coburn, Grand Haven. bod£ is composed of the ten ancients
East Saugatuck
window shades.
Heasley, Johannes Pyl, Benj. C.
Secretary Coburn’s report showed of the place, under the direction of
At the annual meeting of the
vVan Loo, alNjf this city, and John
i Estimate
John Lubbers of East Saugatuck Drenthe Canning company the fol- a membership of 5,457; risks aggre- the cure.
shed.
Smailegan of Forest Grove. The lost a valuable horse and|sleighlast
lowing officerswere elected: Presi- jatitig$9,909,003; membership inannual report shows that it was a Thursday through a peculiar acciden, Henry A. Lanning; vice pres., creased, 87; new business, $1,069,
Passion of Ambition.
Picture Frames
prosperous year the bank declaring dent. His hired man was deliverHenry Roek; secy., John J. Pop- 179.
Ambition,
that high and glorious
a dividend of six per cent and add- ing groceries in the country and
Made to Order
pen; treas., D. Hunderman;manapassion, which makes such havoc
ing $500 to the surplus fund. Un- while driving down a hill the sleigh
among
the
sons
of
men,
arises
from
ger, Bert Ter Haar. The annual
Kill More Than Wild Beasts
divided profits are $1,500.
slipped into a deep gully, dragging report shows that the factory is in
210 RIVER STREET
a proud desire of honor and distinc- Chas. S. Dutton
Miss Jennie R. Veneklassen left the horses down with it. The sleigh a flourishing condition, having a
The number of people killed tion, and, when the splendid trappings
Citz. Phone 1623
Propriotor
for New York to visit her sister, was covered with canvas and an oil balance on hand of $1,585 37. A yearly by wild beasts don’t ap- in which it is usually caparisoned are
Mrs. Rev. J. M. Van derMeulen, stove which the driver had to keep special meeting of the stockholders proach the vast number killed by removed, will be found to consist of
disease germs. No life if safe from j the mean materials of envy, pride and Largest Stock of
ior a couple of months.
himself warm set fire to the sleigh. will be held on January 21.
covetousness.It is described by diftheir attacks. They’re in air, waOne
of the horses had two legs
Rev. H. Sluyter who has been
Mrs. Susanne B. Ter Haar, aged
ferent authors as a gallant madness,
ter, dust, even food. But grand
broked and had to be killed. The
spending some days visiting Mrs.
a pleasantpoison, a hidden plague,
78 years, died at the home of her
protectionis afforded by Electric
sleigh was practically destroyed and
a secret poison, a caustic of the soul,
R. Veneklassenon Central ave.,
son Fred, after a long illnoss. The
Bitters, which destroy and expel the moth of holiness, the mother of
the driver had a narrow escape, his
Co.
has returned to Oklahoma to redeceased was born in the Nether
these deadly disease germs from hypocrisy, and by crucifying and dissume work as missonary among the oil soaked clothing catching afire, lands and came to this vicinity
in the city. Rethe system. Thai’s why chills,fev- quieting all it takes hold of, the cause
but he managed to extricate himIndians.
with the early settlers and was a
er and ague, all malarialand many of melancholy and madness.— Rich- pairing of any
self from the wreckage, and esmember bf the Old Settleas AssociBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. H. De
blood diseases yield promptly to ard Burton.
sort
cape with slight injuries.
ation.
Jong, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Dealers in Lumber
this wonderful blood purifier. Try
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Bouman
of
The deceaaed is survived by them, and enjoy the glorious health
Ta* is, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs
CHAS. HUBBARD of all descriptions.
Martin visited relatives here last Henry, Berend, John and Fred of
Modern Game of Cheea.
T. Van den Bosch, a son.
and new strength they’ll give you.
39 W. 9th St
Chess,
as played today is a comparweek.
Drenthe; Gerrit of Beaverdam; AlMoney back, if not satisfied.Only atively modern game, but Is the outr Citixens Phone 1156
Mr. H. J. Rust of the Heimers
90 EastSlitkSt.
Heny Brinks of Grand Rapids bert of Forest Grove, Mrs. Henry
50c at Walsh Drug Co., H. R. come of centuries of development. The
Organ Co., of Pekin, 111., was in
called on friends here Sunday.
A. Lanning of Drenthe, Mrs. H.
earliest record of chess problems Is
Doesburg.
the city at the request of parties
Our new pastor, Rev. W.D. Van Hunerman of Grand Rapids, and
thought to be a passage in a Persian
Van Eyckwho wish to purchase pipe organs.
Mrs. G. Van Gerritsen of Holland,
manuscriptattributed to Caliph KalifThere are three churches trying to der VVerp, was installedhere last
en Mutasin Bllah, who reigned nine
Sunday by Rev. Van Vessum of and by seoeral grandchildran,
Weurding
•'Close contracts.
A farmer called at the News of- years in Bagdad In the first of U)e
Graafschap.
Funeral services were held Wedninth century, A. D. If the passage Milling Com’y
Miss Dora Smith of Holland was
Mrs. Bert Helewick and three nesday from the home and from the fice to pay his subscription and
were understood it would be found to
•visiting Miss Johanna Butler at her
complained
tnat
bis
mail
did
childrenof Billings, Montana, is Christian Reformed church, Rev.
refer to a game of chess so unlike that Wheat, Buckwheat
home on West Main street.
Florists and Landnot
come
'to
him
regularly.
It
T. Van der Ark officiating.
and Rye Flour
visiting her relatives here.
of today that the problem would
scape Gardeners.
seems
that
a
small
bunch
of
farThe new residence of Wm. N.
make no interesting appeal to any Graham Flour and1 Greenhousesat CenD. Ter Stege of Grand Rapids is
mers by the name of T. Vanden modem chess-player.
Haan is nearly compjglpd and he visiting at the home of G. Kaas.
tral Park on InterBolted Med, Feed
Ottawa Station.
Bosch, C. Diepenhorst, E. Brunsurban. Flowers deexpects to occupy it in a few days.
A large number of families here
Middlingsand Bran
livered to any part
ma, J. Bruinsma, L. Diepenhorst
Arthur Headley, three years old
Freedom of Speech,
Prof. P. H. Brouwer with his are shut in with the measles and
of the city.
and Peter Kemme are right off of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Headibeep, cow and sleigh bells, will mumps.
Holland R. 10 and also R. 2 Zee- r Newspapers In England had not 88-90 E. EiritkSt. Ctz, Phone 4120
ley. Sr., of this place, fell over the
the right to criticise the policy of the
furnish music for the Farmers’ In
Mrs. H. Lenters of Holland visland. Between these routes there
bannister of the stairway of his
king and the ministers until the end
stitute on Jan. 21. He will be as- ited her mother last Tuesday.
e|gMecnth centu^. Mr Wil
home and broke the thigh bone in is a siretch of road of _about two 0(
sisted by Mrs. Brouwer.
Big Bank’s Business Methods.
miles. The mail carriers claim ter, the first editor of the London
three places. It is a very compli.
Dr. S, Taconia of Jamestown
Before discountingany paper the
they have all they can do and can- Times, had to serve a year’s imprisoncated fracturebut Dr. De Free of
Crisp
was in the city Saturday.
not cover these two miles in order ment for censuring the duke of York. Bank of England requires at least
Olive Center who is attending him
two good British names, one of which
~ Miss Coggshall was soloist at
A wedding occured at the home
that these farmers may be ssrved That was more than 100 years after
has hopes that his little patient
must be the acceptor. ,It seldom holds
Milton,
In
the
"Areopagltica,”
stated
the evening services of the Firsi of Mr. and Mrs. D. Arens last
with the rest of them. The farmay
pull through without
over $150,000,000 in hills discounted
Reformed church last Sunday Wednesday afternoon,when their permanent disability.
any mers have taken the matter up In unanswerable fashion the reasons mri RAruritlesof all kinds.
tor freedom of speech.
which were conducted by Student daughter Gertrude was married to
with Cong. Diekema.
j
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By

a HENRY

for the man and
for the artist with the
shifting point of perspective! Life shall
be a confusion of ways
to the one; the land-

scape shall rise up
and confound the other. Take the case of Lorlson.
From his point of perspectivehe
saw himself -an outcast from society,
forever to be a shady skulker along
the ragged edge of respectability.He
this oplnwii,

was self-condemnedto
as he was

through it, to
this quaint southerncity a thousand
miles from his former home. Then he
fell In love with a girl whom he met
in a cheap restaurant, and his story
self-exiled,

It The girl saw the
rapt, ascetic look; It was the face
either of Sir Galahad or Sir Fool.
"Quite starllke,”she said, "Is this
unapproachable angel. Really too
high to be grasped ”
"By me, yes.”
She faced him suddenly. "My dear
friend, would you prefer your star fallen?" Lorison made a wide gesture.
"You push me to the bald fact" be
declared; "you are not In sympathy
with my argument.But I will answer
you so. If I could reach my particular star, to drag It down.il would not
do It; but If It were fallen, I would
pick It up, thank heaven for the privIn also pervaded

ilege.”

They were silent for some minutes.
Norah shivered and thrust her hands
i tie Carabine d'Or Is an ignomini- deep Into the pockets of her Jacket.
ous ghost of the Rue Chartres. The Lorison uttered a remorseful exclamacafe where Bienvilleand Conti dined, tion.
where a prince has broken bread, la
"I’m not cold," she said. "I was
become a "family ristauraut."
Just thinking. I ought to tell you
It was at this restaurant that Lorl- something. You have selected n
son first saw the girl. A flashy fellow strange confidante.But you cannot
with a predatory eye ha? followed her expect a chance acquaintance, picked
In, and had advanced to take the oth- up In a doubtful restaurant, to be an
er chair at the little table where she angel."
stopped, but Lorison slipped into the
"Norah!" cried Lorison.
seat before him. Their acquaintance
“Let me go on. You have told me
began, and grew, and now for two about yourself.We have been such
months they had sat at the same table good friends. 1 must tell you now
each evening, not meeting by appoint- what I never wanted you to know. I
ment, but as if by a series of fortui- am— worse than you are. I was on
tous and happy accidents.After din- the stage— I sang In the chorus— I was
ing, they would take a walk together pretty bad, I guess— I stole diamonds
In one of the little city parks, or from the prlma donna — they arrested
among the panoramic markets where me — I gave most of them up, and they
exhibits a continuous vaudevilleof let me go — I drank wine every night
Bights and sounds. Always at eight a great deal — I was very wicked, but
o’clock their steps led them to a certain street corner, where she prettily
Lorison knelt quickly by her side
bade him good night and left him. "I and took her hands.
do not live far from here," she fre"Dear Norah!" he said, exultantly.
quently said, "and you must let me go "It is you, It Is you I love! You
the rest of the way alone."
never guessed It, did you? Tis you
But now Lorison had discovered I meant all the time. Now I can
that he wanted to go the rest of the speak. Let me make you forget the
way with her, or happinesswould de- past. We have both suffered; let us
part, leaving him on a very lonesome shut out the world and live for each
corner of life. And at the same time other. Norah, do you hear me say
that he made the discovery, the secret I love you?”
of his banishment from the society of
"la spite of — "
the good laid Its finger in his face
"Rather say because of It. You
and told him it must not be.
have come out of your past noble and
On this night, after the usual meal good. Your heart is an angel’s. Give
begins.

—

at the Carabine d'Or. he strolled, with
his companion, down the dim old
street toward the river.
The Rue Chartres perishes In the
old Place d'Armes.

Often the two sat In this square,
but tonight Loribim guided her past
the stone-stepped gate, and still riverward. As they walked he smiled to
himself to think that all he knew of
her— except that he loved her— was
her name — Norah Greenway, and that
she lived with her brother.They had
talked about everything except themselves. Perhaps her reticence had
been caused by bis
They came, at length, upon the
levee, and sat upon a great, prostrate beam.
He began by telling Jior that he was
In love with some one to whom he
durst not speak of It. “And why not?”
she asked, accepting swiftly his fatuous presentation of a third person
of straw. "My place In the world,"
he answered,"is none to ask a woman to share. I am an outcast from
honest people; ! am wrongly accused
of one crime, and am, I believe, guilty

it to

wits, he proceeded along the etreet
till I get the Basseumh into the annals
of Tageruach,the naglographer;I’ll In an aimless fashion. "After drifting
give him enough of the Irish idl***! for two or three squares, he flowed
Into a somewhat more pretentious
to make him more respectful."
The light was out, and the small, thoroughfare.
As he stood before a window near
brave voice bidding them good night
from the dark room. They groped a corner, his ears were assailed by a
downstairs, and tore away from the waxing clamor and commotion.
Two ponderouspolicemen were congarrulity of Mother Oeehan.
They came to a more prententlous ducting between them a woman
street, where trade, It could be sur- dressed as If for the stage, In a ^hort,
mised, flourishedby day. And again white, satiny skirt reaching,^' the
the priest paused; this time before a knees, pink stockings, and a sort
lofty building,whose great doors and sleevelessbodice, bright with relucent,
windows In the lowest floor were care- armor-llke scales. Upon her curly,
fully shuttered and barred. Its higher light hair was perched, at a rollicking
apertures were dark, save in the third angle, a shining tin helmet. The cosstory, the windows of which wer# tume was to be Instantly recognized
brilliantly lighted. Lorison’s ear as one of those amazing conceptions
caught a distant, regular, pleasing to which competition has carried the
thrumming as of music above. They Inventors of the spectacular ballet.
The young woman fixed her unstood at an angle of the building.Up
along the side nearest them, mounted shrinkinggaze upon Lorison, and
nn iron stairway. At its top was an called to him In the voice of the
upright. Illuminated parallelogram. wronged heroine In straits:
"Say! You look like a good felFather Rogan had stopped, and stood,
musing:
low; come and put up the ball, won't
i will say this much," he remarked, you? I’ve done nothing to get pinched
thoughtfully:"I believe you to be a for. It’s all a mistake. See how
belter man than you think yourself to they’re treating me! You won't be
be, and a better man than I thought sorry, If you’ll help me out of this.
some hours ago. But do not take this," Think of your sister or your girl behe added with a smile, "as much ing dragged along the streets this
praise. 1 promised you a possible de* way! 1 say, come along, now, like a
liverance from an unhappy perplexity. good fellow."
It may be that prison, In spite of
I will have to modify that promise.
can only remove the mystery that en- the unconvincingpathos of this aphanced hat perplexity. Your deliver- peal, showed a sympatheticface, for
ance depends upon yourself. Come." one of the officers left the woman's
He led his companion up the stair- side, and went over to him.
way. Halfway up, Lorison caught "It's all right, sir," he said, In a
him by the sleeve. "Remember," he husky, confidential tone; "she's the
right party. We took her after fhe
gasped. "I love that woman."
first act at the Green Light theater,
"You desired to know."
on a wire from the chief of police of
“1— Go on."
The priest reached the landing at Chicago. It’s only a square or two to
the top of the stairway.Lorison, be- the station. Her rig’s pretty bad, but
hind him, saw that the Illuminated she refused to change clothes — or,
space was the glass upper half of a rather," added the officer, with a
door opening Into the lighted room. smile, "to put on some. I thought I’d

W
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me"

"A

little while ago you feared the
future too much to even speak."
"But for you; not for myself. Can
you love me?”

She cast herself, wildly sobbing,
upon his breast.
"Better than life — than truth Itself
— than everything."

"And my own past." said Lorison,
with a note of solicitude— "can you
forgive and—’’

'

‘

I

I

Lorison stopped breathing when bs explain matters to you so you wouldn’t
set foot on the highest step, for tbe think she was being Imposed upon."
priest stood aside, and motioned him i “What is the charge?" asked Lorito look through the glass of the door. son.
His eye, accustomed to the dark- 1 “Grand larceny. Diamonds. Her
ness, met first a blinding glare, and husband Is a Jeweler In Chicago. She
then he made out the faces and forms cleaned his show case of the sparkof many people, amid an extravagant lers, and skipped with a comic opera
display of splendid roblngs— billowy troupe."
laces, brillianthued finery, ribbono. I The policeman, perceiving that the
silks and misty drapery. And then Interestof the entire group of spectahe caught the meaning of that Jarring tors was centeredupon himself and

you—"
"No," he Interrupted;"I would
never have let you know I loved you.
I would never have asked you this
Norah, will you be my wife?"
She wept again.
"Oh,, believe he; I am good now — 1
am no longer wicked! I will be the
best wife in tfie world. Don’t think I
am— bad any more. If you do I shall

—

die, I shall die!”

While he was consoling her, she

and impetuous.
you marry me tonight?"she

brightened up, eager

Thence he plunged into the story
of his abdication from society.The
story, pruned of his moral philosophy,
deserves no more than the slightest
touch. It Is no new tale, that of the
gambler’s declension. During one
night's sittingbe lost, and then had
Imperiled a certain amount of his employer’s money, which, by accident,
he carried with him. He continued

ther

Rogan was

quicker to arrest

"Will

money I was a criminal ther Rogan’s study.
matter whether 1 lost or won.
“Father Rogan,” said Norah, “this Is
You see why It is Impossible for me he.”
to speak of love to her."
"The two of ye," said Father Rogan,
"It is a sad thing,” said Norah, "want to get married ?"
after a little pause, "to think what
They did not deny it He married
very good people there are in the them. The ceremony was quickly
of the firm's

place.

The two went out upon the street.
’’Ah!" cried Lorison. "You are the The priest turned his face down It,
man I want. I had a wife of you a and Lorison walked with him through
few hours ago. I would not trouble a squalid district, where the house*
you, but I neglected to note how It loomed, awry and desolate looking,
was done. Will you oblige me with high above them. Presently ther
the Information whether the business turned into a leas dlamnl side street^
is beyond remedy?"
where the houses were smaller, and,
"Come Inside," said the priest; though hinting of the most meager
‘there are other lodgers In the hduse, comfort, lacked the concentrated,
who might prefer sleep to even a wretchednessof the more populous*
gratified curiosity."

byways.

Lorison entered the room and took
the chair offered him.
"I am quite a plain man,” said
Father Rogan, pleasantly; "but I do
not see how I am to ask you questions."

"Pardon my

ye

can
!

i
i

Go to meet your wife tomorrow, as
she ordered you, and obey her thereafter, and maybe some time I shall
get forgiveness for the part I have
played in this night's work. Off wld
yex down the Bhtairg, now! ’Tie late,
and an ould man like me should be
takln’ his rest"

Sorry, But—
"I hop*, air, my hat dota not obrecoreredhli atract your view of the attc»r
1 ounot toll a lie, madam; It doaa."

me

if

Norah has gone out

flickered across bis
mouth.

own

clean-cut

j
(

"Well, then, Mistress Geehan,"said
he, ‘Til Just step upstairs and sew
the bit of a boy for a minute, and PUL
take this gentleman up with me.”
"He’s awake, thin," said the woman.
"I've Just come down from sitting wld
him the last hour, tilling him fine,
shtorles of ould County Tyrone. Tin

a greedy gossoon, It
for me shtorles."

is,

yer riverence,

I

"Small the doubt," said Father
Rogan. "There’s no rocking would
put him to slape the quicker, I’m
thinking"

, Amid
!

streets?"

peen!" continuedFather Rogan, rais-

tell

again, the night, maybe?"
"Oh, It's yer blessld rlverencel '
Sure I can tell ye the same. The ’
purty darlln* wlnt out, as usual, but a .
bit later. And she says: ‘Mother
Geehan,’ says she, ‘It’s me last night
out, praise the saints, this nolgbt Is!’

And, oh, yer riverenoe, the swate
beautiful drame of a dress she had
this tolme! White satin and silk and
ribbons, and lace about the neck and
arrums— ‘twas a sin, yer riverence,
the gold was splat upon It"
i The priest heard Lorison catch hi*
breath painfully, and a faint smlle^

the advance orders for the coming
Mardl Gras festivals have kept the
work going day and night. I myself
secured employment here for Norah
She toils here each night from nine
o'clock until daylight, and. besides,
carries home with her some of the
finer costumes requiring more delicate needlework, and works there part
of the day. Somehow, you two have
remained strangely Ignorant of each
other’s lives. Are you convinced now
that your wife is not walking the

and—"

As soon as he had

At a segregated two-itpry houses

Father Rogan baited,and mounted the »
steps with the confidence of a familiar
visitor. He ushered Lorison into • i
narrow hallway, faintly lighted by a:
cobwebbed hanging lamp. Almost Imindirectness,"said Lorl- mediately a door to the right opened,
and a dingy Irishwoman protrudeda
her head.
"Good evening to
Mlstreee
Geehan,"said the, priest, unconsciouei ly, It seemed, falling Into a delicately
; flavored brogue. "And Is It yourself

going to my wife," said Lorison. "Let me pass."
"Listen." said the priest, holding
him firmly by the arm. "I am about
to put you in possession of a piece of
knowledge of which, thus far, you
have scarcely proved deserving.I' do
not think you ever will; but I will not
dwell upon that. You see In that
room the woman you married, working for a frugal living for Itself, and

world.”.

not object? At six tomorrow evening
meet you at Antonlo-s.I want
to lit with you there once more. And
then— I will go where you say.” She
gave him a bewildering, bright smile
' and walked swiftly kway.
Surely It needed all the strength of
her charm to carry off this astounding
behavior.It was no discreditto LoriBon’s strength of mind that his head
began to whirl

In his full, lambtent eye.
"If you would listen—," began Lorison. The priest held up his hand.
"As I hoped," he said. "I thought
you would trust me. Walt but a moment." He brought a long clay pipe,,
filled and lighted it.
"Now, my son," he said.

am

ing his finger In kindly anger at Lorison. "Waal for. 1 wonder, could she
be afther making a fool of hersilf,
and shamin’ her swate soul with lies,
for the like of you!"
. "Sir," said Lorison, trembling, "say
what you please of me. Doubt It as
*
done.
"Good?" said Lorison.
In the dark hall Norah whirled and you must, I will yet prove my gratitude to you, and my devotion to her.
"I was thinking of this superior perclung to her companion, tearful.
But let me speak to her once now, let
on whom you say you love. She
"Will you never, never be sorry?"
me kneel for Just one moment at her
must be a very poor sort of creature.”
At last she was reassured.
^
"I do-uot understand."
At the first light they reached upon feet,
"Tut. tut!" said the priest. “How
"Nearly," she continued, "as poor the street,she asked the time, Just
i sort of creature as yourself."
as she had each night. Lorison looked many acts of a love drama do you
think an old bookworm like me. cap"You do not understand," sgid Lor- at his watch. Half-past eight.
ison, removing his hat and sweeping
"Please leave me here as usual to- able of witnessing? Besides, what
back his fine, light hair. "Suppose she night,” said Norah, eweetly. “I must kind of figures do we cut, spying upon
loved me In return, and were willing —I would rather you would. You will the mysteries of midnight millinery!
I will

Father Rogan answered nothing.
During the silence that succeeded, he
sat with a quiet expectation beaming

it

—no

‘

folly."

his madness had culminated, and also rlslug and laying down his pipe.
found the black hallway, he dashed "The situation Is one that has taxed
down It, perceiving no light or sound. the enduranceof much older men than,
But he raised his voice, hailingloudly, you- In lad, especially much older
reckless of everything but that he men than you. I will try to relieve you
should find the old mlschlefmaker from It, and this night. You shall see
with the eyes that looked far away to for yourself Into exactly what predicsee the disaster he had wrought. The ament you have fallen, and how you.
door opened, and In the stream of nhall, possibly, be extricated. There
light, Father Rogan stood, his book In
is no evidence so credible a^that of
hand, with his finger marking the the eyesight."

and draw him back.
"You use my trust in you queenly.*
said the priest, sternly.•'What are
you about to do?”
"I

she cajoled and left, with scarcely a.
word, to return to God only know*
what particular line of her former

Lorison poured a twelvemonth'eaccumulative confidence Into Father Rogan’s ear. He told all; not sparing
himself or omittingthe facts of hit
past, the events of the night, or hil
disturbing conjectures and fears.
"The main point," said the priest,
when he had concluded, “seems to me
to bo this— are you reasonablysure
looked at things from the wrong that you love this woman whom you
standpoint.
have married?"
With a high and stubbornIndigna"Why,'' exclaimed Lorison, rising
tion upon him, he retraced his steps impulsively to his feet— “why should
to the Intersectingstreet by which he I deny It? But look at me— am I fish,
had come from that preposterous wed- flesh or fowl? That Is the maiu point
ding. At last, when he reached the to me, I assure you."
dark, calamitous building In which
"I understandyou," said the priest,

hum, and he saw the tired, pale, happy face of his wife, bending, as were
a score of others, over her sewing
machine— toiling,tolling. Hero was
the folly she pursued, and the end
of his quest.
He took a quick step, and reached
out his hand for the doorknob. Fa-

“Let me go to her," cried Lorison,
said. "Will you prove it that way? I
again struggling, "and beg her forhave a reason for wishing it to be togiveness!"
night. Will you?"
"Sir," said the priest, "do you owe
One of two things was this ex- me notning? Re quiet. It seems so
ceeding frankness the outcome; either
often that heaver lets fall Its choicest
of Importunatebrazenness or of utter
gifts into hands that must be taught
innocence. »
to hold them. Listen again. You for"The sooner,” said Lorison, "the
got that repentant sin must not comhappier I shall be."
promise, but look up, for redemption,
to lose, to the last wager, and then be“What is there to do?” she asked.
to the purest and best You went to
gan to gain, leaving the game winner
"What do you have to get? Come!
her with the fine spun sophistry that
to a formidable sum. The same night
You should know."
his employer*#safe was robbed. A
peace could be found In a mutual
"A city directory first," he cried, guilt; and she. fearfulof losing, what
search was had; the winnings of
gayl/, "to find whore the man lives
Lorison were found in his room, their
her heart so craved, thought It worth
who gives licenses to happiness. We the price to buy it with a desperate,
total forming an accusative nearness
will go together and rout him out. pure, beautiful lie. I have known her
to the sum purloined. He was taken,
Cabs, cars, policemen, telephones and
since the day she was born; she Is as
tried, and, through Incomplete eviInnocent and unsullied in life and
dence, released, smutched with the ministers shall aid us."
"Father Rogan shall marry us,” deed as a holy saint In that lowly
sinisterdevoirs of a disagreeing Jury.
said the girl, with ardor. "I wUl take street where ^he dwells she first saw
"It is not In the unjust accusation,"
the light, and she has lived there ever
he said to the girl, "that my burden you to him.”
since, spendingher days In generous
lies, but In thq knowledge that from
the moment 1 staked the first dollar
An hour later the two stood In Fa- sf-lf-sacriflcetor others Oeh. ye spal-

marry me. Think, If you can, what
would follow. Never a day would pass
but she would be reminded of her sacrifice. , I would read a condescension
In her smile, a pity even In her affeo
: tlon that would madden me. No. Th«
thing would, stand between us forever.
Only equals tfhould mate. I coull
never ask her to oeme down upon my
lower plane."
An arc light faintly shone upon Lort
eeh's face. An llhunlnation from with

log for the fellowship of his kind, and
the rewards of thq virtuous.
But the thing that struck home and
set him raging was the part played
by the Amazonian prisoner.To the
counterpart of that astoundingbellgerent— Identical, at least. In the way
of experience— to one, by her own
confession,thus far fallen, had he, not
three hours since, been united In marriage. How desirable and natural it
had seemed to him then, and how
monstrous it seemed now! How the
words of diamond thief number two
yet burned In his ears: "If you ever
get a girl, she'll have a picnic." What
did that mean bat that women Instinctively knew him for one they
could hoodwink? Still again, there
reverberated the policeman’s sapient
contribution to his agony: "A man
these days and nights wants to know
what his women folks are up to." Oh,
yes, he had been a fool; he had

"1 answered you that,” she whispered, "when I told you I loved you."
She leaned away, and looked thought- a generous comfort for an Idolized
brother. This building belongs to the
fully at him. "If I had not told you
chief costumerof the city. For months
about myself, would you have — would

of another."
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the woman’s shrill protest
against the retort, the two men ascended the steep stairway. The priest
pushed open the door of a room near
Its top.

"Is that you already, sister?"
drawled a sweet, childish voice from
‘‘YOU

LOOK LIKE A GOOD FELLOW. COME AND PUT

WONT

UP

THE

BAIL, the darkness.

YOU?"

"It's only ould Father Denny come
son;
"I will ask .one. In this room to- to see ye, darlln’; and a folne gintleLorison — their conference being reman I've brought to make ye a;
garded as a possible new complica- night you pronouncedme to bo a hus- gr-r-rand call. And ye resaves us.
band.
You
afterward
spoke
of
addition— was fain to prolong the situalast aslape In bed! Shame on yez
tion— which reflected his own Impor- tional rites or performances that
manners!"
tance— by a IJttle afterpiece of philo- either should or could be effected. I
"Oh, Father Denny, Is that you?
paid
little attention to your words
sophical comment.
I'm glad. And will you light the lamp,
then,
but
I
am
hungry
to
hear
them
"A gentlemanlike you, sir,” he went
please? It's on the table by the door.
on, affably "would never notice it, but repeated now. As matters stand, am
And quit talking like Mother Geehan,
It comes in my line to observe what I married past all help?"
Father Denny."
"You
are
as
legally
and
as
firmly
an immense amount of trouble la made
The priest lit the lamp, and Lor'r.on
by that combination— I mean the bound.” said the priest, "as though It
saw a tiny, towaled-halred boy, with a
had
been
done
In
a
cathedral,
In
the
stage, diamonds and light-headed
thin, delicate face, silting up In a
women wlrti aren't satisfied with good presence of thousands. The additionsmall bed in a corner. Quickly, also,
al
observances
I
referred
to
are
not
homes. I tell >ou. sir, a man these
his rapid glance considered the room
daj's tfnd nights wants to know what necessary for the strictest legalityof
and its contents. It was furnished
the
act,
but
were
advised
as
a
precaubis women folks ere up to."
with more than comfort, and its
The policemansnjileda good night, tion for the future— for convenience
adornments
indicated a woman's disof
proof
In
such
contingencies
as
and returned to the side of his
. cernlng taste. An open door beyond
charge, who had been intently watch- wills, Inheritances and the like.
revealed the blacknessof nn adjoinLorison laughed harshly.
ing Lorison’s face during the conver"Many thanks," he said. "Then ing room's Interior
sation, no doubt lor some indication
of his intention to render succor. there Is no mistake,and 1 am the 1 The boy clutched both of Father
Now, at the failure of the sign, and at happy benedict.I suppose I should Rogan’s hands. "I’m so glad you
the movement made to continuethe go stand upon the bridal corner, and came," ho said; "but why did you
ignominiousprogress, she abandoned when my wife gets through walking1 come In the night? Did sister send
j you?"
hope, and addressedhim thus, point- the streets she will look me up."
"Off wld ye! Am I to be sint about
Father Rogan regarded him calmly.
edly:
at me age, as was TerrenceMcShane
"My
son,”
he
said,
"when
a
manand
chalk-facedquitter!
of Ballmahone?1 camo on me owa.
You was thinning of giving me a woman come to me to be married, I
^
hand, but you let the cop talk you out always marry them. 1 do this for the
Lorison had also advanced to they
sake
of
other
people
to
whom
they
of It the first word. You’re a dandy
boy’s bedside. He was fond of chilto tie to. Say, if you ever get a girl, might go away and marry If they did
dren; and the wee fellow, laying himnot
marry
each
other.
As
you
se«,
I
she’ll have a picnic. Won’t she work
self down to sleep alone in that darkt.
,do
not
seek
your
confidence;
but
your
you to the queen's taste! Ob, my!"
room, stirredhis heart.
case
seems
to
me
to
be
one
not
AltoShe concludedwith a taunting, shrill
“Oh, Father Denny,” cried the boy. .
gether
devoid
of
Interest
Very
few
laugh that rasped Lorison like a saw,
suddenly, “I forgot to tell you! Sismarriages
that
have
come
to
my
noas the policeman urged her forward.
ter Is not going away at night any
Then there came upon Lorison an tice have brought such well-expressed
regret within so short a time. I will more! She told
so when she i
overwhelming revulsion of his perhazard one question: were you not un- kissed mo good night as she was leavspective. In an Instant he had been
der the impression tha+ you loved the ing. And she said she was so happy.,
transformedfrom a somewhat rancid
lady you married,at the time you and then she cried. Wasn;t that
prowler along the fishy side streetso
queer. But I’m glad; aren't y
did sor
gentility Into an honest gentleman,
"Yes, lad. And now, ye oma iiaup.
"Loved her!” cried Lorison, wildly.
with whom even so lordly a guardian
go to sleep and say good-night; we,
"Never
so
well
as
now,
though
the
of the peace might agreeably extold me she deceived and sinned And must be going.”
change the compliments.
"Which shall I do Drat. Fsth.v Den-*
stole. Never more than now, when,
This, then, first broke the spell, and
ny?"
Mt tArilling in him a resurrected long- perhape, the Is laughingat the fool
‘Faith, he’s caught — »

I

"You

r-r-responsIbUity."
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Terms $1.60 per year with a discount of 50c to
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Road

Possibilities in Ottawa.

enienew of bath, and rub down? tion worthy of the hearty co-operaHope College Annual
Sheriff Goes oh Salary.
INVENTOR OF GRAHAM BREAD
A joint meeting of the officersof
Where is there a place where the tion of everybody. That means you,
Without a dissenting vote Satarday
the Hope College Y. M. and Y. W.
lads of our town may swim in safe- me, and the other fellow. Talk the C. A. to considerthe advisability of morning the board of supervisors de- Ueturtr Wh® Taught That Dlaaaaa la
Ruult of Dfaobodltnco to
cided to place the sheriff of Ottawa
ty, a place where the terrible toll of Y. M. C. A. proposition <fver, tell publishing a college, annual this year.
Physical Laws.
No definite olans were made, the stu- county on a salary of $2,500 per anlife taken by the wanton river dur- your friends about it, expend your dents back of the movement wishing num. This is to be the actual salary
Sylvester Graham first appeared la
ing the last few years, will be an thoughts nponit Find out what ether to ascertain the sentimentof the stu- of the sheriff, but he is to be allowed
dent body before going ahead. An $600 for livery hire and $500 for the New York as a lecturer, I think In the
inpracticability? Even Holland has towns hate been doing in like cir- annual was published in 1905 but al- cooking and meals of the prisoners.
winter of 1831*32. He had been a PresThereport of the special committee byterian clergyman,setUed In New
its poor boy, its street boy. Is not cumslianceffiand then there will be though the book was a credit to the
college it was not satisfactorilysup- to which the matter was referred,was Jeraey, and waa styled “Doctor,”
their development into pure men an no doubt that a fine organination ported financially.The new book will adopted in total this morning, each
supervisor voting in favor of the though I do not know that he ever
object worthy of consideration?The will not be a vaporous dream, but contain writeups on the various sostudied or practiced medicine..
cieties and organizations on the cam- proposition. Besides providing for
boy is father of the man. Save the a grand reality.
He believed, therefore taught, that
the
salary
of
the
sheriff
and
making
pus, of the school’s standing in athletics,oratory,scholarship, etc., as an allowancefor livery hire and cook- health Is the necessary result of
boy, and you save the city. The Y.
well as storiesand poems contributed ing meals for prisoners, the sheriff is obedience; disease that of disoM. C. A. will do the business.
Of every million people, 800 are by the students.
to have three deputies at $720 per bedience to physical laws; that
.

year, to take care of the truant

bliud— and the other 999,200 cannot

I

offi-

And then the shop girl comes with
cers’ work and the turnkey job at the
strong probabilitythat
People Will Vote on Good Roads.
see their own faults.
jail. There will be two deputies at
the good roads movement will bring her plea. You never hear her kick.
As had been hoped and advocated Holland, one under salary of $400 and
forth results in Ottawa county. As She takes her condition as optimistiMeat prices have come down, ac- by the News for some time the voters the other to get $300. One deputy
of Ottawa county will have an oppor- sheriff will be located at Coopersville
a result of the present meeting of cally as she can. She works all cording to market reports, but some
tunity to say as to whether the county at a salary of $300.
desk. At of the local dealers evidently don’t road system will be adopted by Otthe board of supervisorsthe people ^a-v at ^er niflchine
Other deputies who are employed
tawa
county
or
not.
The
question will have to be content with the fees
night
she
goes
home,
if
she
has
one,
of the county will be asked their
read the papers. Somebody ought
There

is

allowed by the justice court. When
the sheriff is obW^ed to make trips by
railroad or steamer on business his
transportationand actual expenses
extensive missionary work through will be paid by the county. The pro-

will be submittedat the regular election xent April, and between now and
the day of election,the advocates of
Congress has appropriated19,000 the good roads system will do some

opinion as to w hether or not Ottawa if she hasn’t, she goes to her board- to tell ’em:

county

will take

advantage of

the hig place. If she happens to

make

til stimulants,whether alcoholic
or narcotic,are pernicious,and should
be rejected,save, possibly,In those
rare cases where one poison may be
wisely employed to neutralizeor expel
another; he condemned tea and coffee,
as well as tobacco, opium and alcohollo
potables — cider and beer equally with
brandy and gin, save that the poison Is
more concentrated In the latter. He
disapprovedof all spices and condiments save (grudgingly) a very little
salt; and he held that more suitable
and wholesome food for human beings
than the flesh of animals can almost always be procured, and should be preferred. The bolting of meal, to separate Its coarser from Its finer particles, he also reprobated, teaching that
the ripe, sound berry of wheat or rye,
being ground to the requisitefineness,
should in no manger be sifted, but
should be made into loaves and eaten
precisely as the millstones deliver it
— Autobiographyof Horace Greeley.

offer held out by the state to assist her home in good surroundings,well
to investigaterural ignorance.If the county.
visions for feeding prisoners will also
the various counties in perfecting and good. If her homecoming is not
The crisis came when a party of be purchased by the county, and the
that is all that is required there
a welcome one, where does she go?
their road systems.
representativesfrom the Grand Haven sheriff’s bills for the supplies will be
can’t be much rural ignorance.
Commercial Association and the audited by the proper committee of
And doubtlessthe voters of this Would not a Y. W. C. A., the organGrand Haven Board of Trade, who the board of supervisors.
county after carefully informing ization that has done more to bring
The city council last week con- also had the backing of the Grand
The salary of the sheriff will begin
themselvesupon the proposition, sweetnessand charm in the life of verted “seven days’’ into one night Haven Poultry Association, appeared with the first of January and for the
before the board of supervisors and next year at least Sheriff Andre will
the benefits to be derived and the ex- America’s shop girl than any other But then, its members always were asked that body to take action toward draw his salary instead of drawing
submitting the proposition of the upon the fees of the office as heretotent and character of the improve- institution, answer the question?
deligent workers.
county' road system to the vote of the fore. The members of the board are
ments suggested, will fall in line ^And the shop boy. He goes to
of the opinion that the new system
people.
It required something like twenty
with other progressivecounties in work these days in the morning twiDr. Wm. De Kleine of Grand Haven will save the county considerable
money over the plan which has been
years to get postal savings banks,
was
the spokesman of the delegation
adopting the county roads system.
light and comes home after dark.
followed in previous years. Several
but only a few days to discover that and the doctor oroved himself a
times the propositionto place the
For good roads today mean more But after the whistle blows at six
booster of the most pronounced type.
HIS ENERGY
WASTED
they are a success.
sheriff of the county on a salary has
He made an address of some length been brought up before the board, but
‘ to both townsman and farmer than o’clock no one seems to be personon the proposition and explainedin
ever before Through the great work ally interested in him, except the
A Minnesota man, just as the un- detail the workings of the county road the plan has never before gone American Newspaper Reporter Haa
through.
Queer Experienceon the London
of Horation 6- Earle a plan for se- keeper of the pool room, the nickel- dertakerwas about to embalm him, system. The doctor had prepared a
The hobo problem has been causing
Times.
map of the county for the purpose more or less talk and criticismin the
curing good roads is now offered each odeon. and the rink. There is no sat up and cried: "Hello, Bill!" An
and this feature aided him in demon- county for a number of years and cercounty in the state and nothing but organizedeffort to give the Shop elk, like a cat, must have nine lives. strating the advantagesof the system tain members of the board believe A young Philadelphian recently went
to every resident in Ottawa county, that their action today will lead even- abroad and secured a position as reI words of commendationcome from boy, what the News is convinced he
A banknote that had been washed whether living in the city or the coun- tually toward abolishing the hobo porter for the London Times. He was
those counties such as Muskegon, needs, namely a place for recreation
ty. The doctor’s estimate of the cost evil.
sent one evening to write up the stoiy
and ironed by a fastidiouswoman was particularly liberal and broad.
of a rich and beautiful girl, who had
Oceana, Kalamazoo and Berrien, and development.
taken chloroform because her lover
was pronounced a counterfeit. The His estimate of the total cost placed
where the county road system has
Commits Suicide
failed to appear at the altar when due.
A few years ago the people said to public, evidently,is familiar only the figures at $450,000 at the highest.
The cost of construction per mile was
been adopted and put into practice. the shop boy, the saloon hurts you.
Newel
Gilmore, living at 166 East 1 The jroun* PkiMelpMan raced nimbly
estimated at $1,500 and should the
with filthy lucre.
|
The proposed system in short is to
county decide to bond for the money Seventh street, was found by his wife j about- gathering various particulars.
We want you to grow into pure and
I-:
as
some counties do, the cost would and a boarder lying dead in his room and hurried back to the office In a cab,
improve partly at state expense and
A Democratic exchange prints that
strong men. Come, let us put this
he about $22,500 per year for twenty upstairs, Monday, with a bullet hole after getting his copy Into shape. Not
partly at connty expense the main
seventy-five years ago flour was $8 years. Deducting the one-third paid in his head and another through his far from midnight he sped upstair*
evil out of our midst. They put it
to the local room, and turned In hi*
by the state. Ottawa’s obligation he lung near the heart.
roads of travel through the various
a barrel and corn $1.15 a bushel.
statements to the coroner’s copy with apologies for his unavoidfigured would be about $15,000 per
jury are to the effect that Gilmore able lateness. "It doesn’t matter,”'
townships connecting them together
In
what good thing was put in its And reference to historicaldates year.
i"
The
doctor asked the board of was up early in the mornig and built said one of the editors,calmly, “thl*
by well constructedhighways. The
place? We took the spoiled fruit shows that this condition came short- supervisors to submit the matter to a the fires, after which he returnedto Is Monday, you know, and we print
i
bed. While Mrs. Gilmore and one of
saving of expense now wasted on
from their hands and left them emp- ly after a Democratic revision of the vote of the people, stating that if the the boarders, several of whom stopped suicides only On Saturdays.”
supervisors would go that tar with the
county roads and the value to the
ty. There are more than two thous- tariff downward.
proposition he would guarantee that at the Gilmore house, were at the
townships of solid and substantial
the system would he explained in breakfast table, they heard a muffled
Society of the Blue Shield.
and young men in our city who are
Dr. Godfrey, or some other doctor,
y
every
township in the countv. and sound upstairs which they presumed
highway a in the way of market adA French contemporaryadvises th^
looking for the fulfillment of their says that those who eat the least every voter would be personallyen- was the slamming of a stove door.
Three or four minutes later they head of the school for hotel keepers
vantagesfurnish good and sufficient
promise. They are saying, "We will stand the best chance of avoiding lightened. Followinghis talk the heard another similar sound and ran recently established In Paris to study
doctor
called
for
questions
on
the
reasons for adopting the plan.
be good citizens,if you give us a pneumonia. The low cost of living proposition,and although he does not upstairs to find Gilmore dead with a the precepts laid down by Doctor
revolver by his side.
Auerbach of Frankfort, who preside*
Ottawa countp should do more for
chance.” To be good citizens we has been discovered . By not eating claim to be an expert on the plan, he
Dr. D. G. Cook, the coroner, was I over the society known ae the Ene*
I- road bettermentthan some of the
was able to answer all questions
must be able to take up the duties you save the butcher and the baker readily.
summoned and immediately empan- . mles of Noise. He has devoted speneighboring counties. There is no
cial attention to the unnecessary
Dr. De Kleine has become a good eled a jury.
of citizenship. How can we know bill, by not getting sick you save
The doctor states that either wound noises heard In hotels and has Isroads enthusiast, and when he was
place more replete with beauty spots
unless we learn? How can we learn the doctor bill, and by not dying informed that he was to be the spokes- would have been fatal, as one passed
sued a number of rules to be obthan the western section of Ottawa
into his head at the foreheadand out
unless we have a training school and you pass up the undertaker. What nian. he began posting himself on the
served by hotel managers. Thos*
at
the
top
and
back,
while
the
other
finer details of the county road plan.
county bordering on Lake Michigan.
a captain? Trained in the training more can a man ask for? Make room When he arose next morning he sailed tore a jagged hole through the lung who comply with them are allowed
well constructed road running
close to the heart. He stated that to display outside tbelr establishschool of manliness and character, for another statue in the hall of at his subject with a clear understandments the blue shield of the society.
along the lake shore connectingHoling of his subject and a definite idea either should have produced instant
our young men will grow into sol- fame.
death.
Some of the rules are by no means
as
to
what
he
wanted
to
say.
p
land and Grand Haven would mean
Gilmore
was
a
butcher
and
for
some
easy
to follow, notably one which forRemarks were addressed to the
diers of peace, fit to defend our city’s
much in the way of developing this
Have Choice of Three.
hoard by B. 1*. Sherwood, J. E. Lee, months had l>een suffering consider- bids the admission“of noisy, 111 bred
laws, our institutionsand our homes
ably from rheumatism and was unable or foul mouthed travelers,and those
Congressman Diekema has informed and others. Others who appeared besection not only for agriculture but
Such citizens will adorn our city the select committee of the board of fore the board were A. J. Ward, J. W. to work much of the time. It was nec- afflicted with loud, squeaky or shrill
also for resort purposes.Northward
F. A. Hutty and John essary for his wife to keep hoarders voices. Such travelers should be Inmore than stately buildings. In trade on the securing of a suitablesite O'Brien.
to aid in making a living. Some weeks
Reichardt.
for the purpose of erection of a federal
and southward out of South Haven
ago Gilmore was arrested bv Chief of scribed on a black list, and will thu*
their hands our city will continueto building in this city that the choice
\\ hen the proposition was thrown
Police Kamferbeek for carrying con- soon be excluded from all hotels cerin Van Buren and Allegan counties
prosper and advance,and will prove has narrowed down to three sites — the into the open board for discussion it cealed weapons, he having armed him- tified by the society.”
Schurmann planing mill corner of called out some pretty lively argu- self, it was claimed, because of trouble
the roads extend along the lake front
itself worthy of our city’s slogan
River street; the1 Boone livery,south ments. There appeared to be no real he had with his wife over money matand the result is that the shoreliae
of the postoffice, and the Boone house oppositionto submitting the matter
A Slow Town.
Holland the City of Homes.
ters. The gun was not taken away
corner, opposite the First Reformed to the people. Earl B. Thurston,
is dotted for miles with summer cot"Talk
about
Philadelphiabeing a
from
the
man,
but
he
promised
not
to
supervisor from the township of
And now a project is on foot to church. Mr. Diekema greatly desires
carry it again and stated that he had slow town!" said a real estate man
tages and hotels. Such a road as
Chester,
was
the
6nly
one
who
anto have this matter of securing a site
given it away to his wife’s people. The In New York, "I know one In New
here proposed, used by automobiles give us these necessaries. The News for our federal building disposed of nounced openly that he was going to gun with which he is presumed to
R;
Jersey that baa It walloped to a convote
no
and
he
explained
that
he
knew
before he leaves congress. The local
have killed himself was an Iver John- clusion. You know there is money
would separate Holland and Grand heartily supports the project which
committee has been informed through his constituents up in Chester could son weapon of large calibre.
sometimes in cemetery lots, so I
Haven by considerablyless than an the management of the Hope College Mr. Diekema that in the report of the they be present would vote against
This is the third tragedy which has
secretary of the treasury to congress the proposition.Therefore he felt in occurred in this house during the past bought some acreage near thla town—
Lecture
course
and
the
two
associahours time. Furthermoreit would
Holland has been included for an duty bound to vote no on the ques- two and a half years.
I won’t mention names— and laid out
,
be one of the most pleasant drives in tions of the college presentedat the amount not to exceed $16,000 for the tion. At the same time Mr. ThursJust as nice a cemetery as the most
In
September,
1908,
Jasper
Waffle,
Ott lecture last Thursday evening. purchase of the site for the new fed- ton wished it understood that he was with a similar revolver, in a fit of fastidious could ask for. Prices for
the state.
not opposed to good roads and
eral building.
pointed out the fact that Chester anger shot and mortally wounded his lots were simply scandalous, they
The project is this, ’Montaville
This is a practicableproposition.
township was building the best sys- sister, Mrs. Newel Gilmore, first wife were so low. That was more than *
It ia something that the present good Flowers, one of the leading imperHolland Rusk Co. Losep.
tem of roads in the county, under the of the man found dead, and her father, year ago, and, by Jove! I haven’t sold
Charles Waffle.
a lot since— not a lot. The people
The final decree granted by the U. township system.
roads agitation may bring and sonators of our country, a man who
The aped Waffle later recovered, there haven't got energy enough to
bred
Gordon
of
Crockery anS. Circuit Court at Grand Rapids pershould bring, along with its other has appeared in Holland twice be- manently enjoins the Holland Rusk nounced that he believed the matter but the sister died. Jasper Waffle fled die, that's what's the matter! Unles*
and about four weeks afterwardwas
important benefits.
fore with remarkable success, is go- Co. from making or sellingFrou-Frou should go to the people and Charles
found dead in a cornfield near Graaf- they begta to move In pretty soon I’m
E.
Bosworth
agreed
with
him.
The
m.
going to turn It Into a cabbage patch.**
ing to present Lew Wallace’s "Ren or any imitation thereof.Since August
the complainants,the proprietors of resolution to submit the question to schap, with a rusty revolver still1
"You won't try to raise early cabclutched
in
his
hand,
indicating
that
Hur” on Wednesday evening, Febr. the Biscuit Fabriek "De Lindeboom” the electors of the county at the'
after the tragedy he had killed him- bages on It, will you?” Inquired a softspring
election
in
April
was
introY. M. C. A. for Holland.
of Mydrecht, Holland, and the Hol1, and the entire net proceeds of the
self. He was last seen alive near voiced little man, who started off on
land Rusk Co. have been engaged in duced by Supervisor Parks of this
A few weeks ago the News pub- lecture will go toward establishing a legal battle over the use of the trade city, and seconded by Fred Gordon. Jenison, where some women saw him the jump to catch the last ferry westwalk to the edge of the water, hang ward.— Judge.
lished an inquiry into the condition a fund for a city Y. M. C. A. Ad- mark “Frou-Frou.” a delicacy manu- I he vote resulted in the passage of his coat on a limb and start for the
factured by the complainants. Patent the motion 18 to 5. Those who vqted
hank, as though to jump in. Several
of Holland. At that time it stated mission price will be 50 cents for infringementwas alleged as the deno were: Supervisors Thurston of times he went back and ran toward
It Saved the Calf.
fendant
company
was
putting
on
the
that it was the good of Holland that any seat in the hduse, except those
Chester, Huizenga of Holland town- the bank, but each time stopped on
Deacon Brown had dressed for
market a wafer of similar designs.
ship, Yntema of Jamestown, Roek of the brink, apparently losing his nerve.
it sought and that its editorial was in the honor circle, for which many
Zeeland township and Bosnian of He then took down his coat and dis- church and had suddenly remembered
that he had not fed the calf. The calf
only iu line with the slogan, “The fancy prices have been offered. The
Holland
City.
appeared in the woods.
Opposed to Fortifyingthe NetherSupervisor
Thurston
when
the
vote
The second violent death in the was very young and the deacon -was
best for Holland.” The News takes management of the coure reports
lands.
was announced, invited Dr De Kleine house was last September,when Mrs. very tenderly and cautiously raising
its first opportunity to make good many offers of from two to five dolAmsterdam, January 19. — Popular to come up to Chester and he would John Dowd, a guest at the house, mis- him on a bottle. He hesitated about
opinion is strongly opposed to the help all he could in forwarding the took the cellar door for a door lead- venturing to feed the animal without
its positionlars for seats at that number. One
scheme of the government for spend- movement in his township. Super- ing into another room and fell down- changinghis clothes,but his time was
There is nothing more in line with person has offered a hundred dollars ing $19,000,000 on coast defenses. It visor Yntema explained that his posi- stairs, breaking her neck.
limited, so he took the bottle and
the spirit of progress and more de- for two seats. No canvassinghas is generally agreed that the govern- tion was much --the same as Mr.
Gilmore was married to his present went to tne barn. The calf choked,
ment has responded to some indirect Thurston. Dr. De Kleine stated that widow about a year ago.
and accidentally coughed milk all
sirable for any advancing city than yet been done. This will not be pressure from Germany. No one seriJamestownwas his old home and he
At the inquest held in Justice Van over the deacon’s coat— a fact which
ously
believes
that
the
coast
of
the
believed he could put the matter be- Duren’s office Tuesday morning beinstitutions which make more capa- done until next Monday, when
Netherlands is in danger from Britain. fore the people of that township and fore Coroner Cook, after being out irritatedthe good man severely, and,
ble and more virtuous citizens. They young men from your church or The only newer that can covet or can
he guaranteed that the system cquld but two minutes the jury came to the losing his tempre, he said:
cannot be too much encouraged nor your society or maybe a student benefit in war by the occupationof be so explained as to win votes there. decision that Gilmore had come to . "You fool calf! If It were not for
Holland is Germany.
the leve I bear my Lord and Master
Supervisor Gordon announced that hi* death by his own hand.
too heartily supported, The News from the college, may approach you.
The coast defenses demand no im- from tehn on he was going to boost The funeral of Newel Gilmore is I’d chop your
head off.”
is glad to learn that a project is on The college boys will be present at mediate improvements, whereas the for good roads and he also asked the being held this afternoon from the
inundation line does require attention. doctor to come up and talk to the home at 2 p. m„ the Rev. Niles of
foot to give the young men and the lecture in full number. They Within 15 hours German cavalry could
Points on Sparking.
farmers. Supervisor Bosworth also Hope church officiating.
women of] our city the training and have found their gymnasium and Y. reach the inundationline, on which annouheed himself as a thorough conforelgn-borirprofessor of physic*
the security of Holand depends, if atVETERANS WILL ORGANIZE. In a western college was lecturing to
advantages of a Y. M. and Y. W. 0. M. C. A. helpful and are right in tacked from the east. More than 15 vert to the good roads plan.
The News can assure its readers The Spanish war veteransof Hol- a class of young men and light-heartA.
the swim of the gymnasium for the hours are needed to flood the land, and that we are for good roads and no land an dZeeland are planning to orthe defenses are deliberatelyneglected doubt the Board of Trade, Merchants’ ganize aqd form an association simi- ed "co-eds.” with referenceto an
Let us look over the field together. town boys. At the lecture on Feb. by the government.
electrical apparatus before him, he
Association, every citizen and farmer lar to the local post of the G. A. R.
Let us look at the present conditions 1 in Carnegie Hall, a committee of
will Be a good roads booster if they A meeting was held last Friday even- explained In the gravest manner pos-
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have the interest of Ottawa county at
Going: Out of Business.
heart.
Where is there a place for the citizens of Holland, into whose hands Jjtfiuary30 will be the last day.
Prices low, stock consists of men’s
School boys of Holland to exercise the manager of the course will deliv- clothing, boys’ suits, overcoats, gent’s
Right thi* wav! Hack for Ottawa
tinder manly, efficient training? er the money and relinguishall furnishing, shoes, rubber foot wear. County Fair. Room for one more.

with an eye not

to color, but to truth three will be elected

by ballot from

Fixtures for sale.

Where

is there a place for the lads claims to

whose homes cannot afford the con-

JOHN VANDER POEL,

it.

The News

considera the prospoei-

20

West Eighth St.

Ottawa County Fair, Jan.
Febr. 1.

31—

ing and further arrangements will be
made at a meeting January 27. An
organization of this kind will give the
boys official recognitionat various
state encampments, besides fostering
the spirit of patriotism.

sible:

"You see, when I keep deee two
metal points far apart, de electrio
spark makes a great noise, bnt not so
when I bring dea closer togedder.
Bo, ladles and gentlemen, observe de
general rale: Do report las never so
great wh* de spar king distanceto
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Annual Green Ticket Sale
NOVI ON /N FULL SWING
,\

Only 8 Days more

buy Clothing and Shoes
at G eatly Reduced Prices
to

i

«

Sale closes Saturday, January

The Lokker= Rutgers
39-41 East Eighth Street

Clerks defeated the Merchants
by the score of 30 to 18 in an indoor
baseball game last Friday evening.
Many brilliant stunts were pulled off
by players on both sides, setting the
enthusiastic fans wild. The MerMrs. Charles M. Humphrev and two chants are not at all discouraged, atchildren of Ironwood, Mich_, are visit- tributing their defeat to a run of hard
ing Mrs. Harry Mills of Jenison Park. luck.

took the snuff, and that in doing so
some of the stuff was spilled,and
thus others were set to sneezing.But
irate passengers assert that the lad
deliberatelythrew the snuff about the
car, creatingsuch a paroxysm of
sneezing tnat the train was almost
shaken from the Tails. At any rate
the boy was arrested and taken before

The C. L. Kings defeated the OtWilliam Brusse entertained his Sunday school class at his home at a six tawas in a loosely played game last
o’clock dinner last Thursday evening. Friday night, scoring 18 to the OtAfter dinner the entire class attended tawas 9. The battery for King’s men
were Sinke and Hamelink; for the
the Ott lecture at Carnegie hall.
Last Friday evening the Holland Ottawas, Smith and Rogers. Through a police magistrate, who lectured the
mail carrierswere entertained at the winning this game the Kings tied tne prisoner as "cme of the worst rowdies
home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coster, Ottawas for second place in the brought here" and gave him five days
league.
26 East Seventh street.
The boys’ basket ball team of the in the workhouse. Which shows that
Austin Harringtonhas returned
New York laws are not to be sneezed
Holland
High School won from the at.
home from Toledo, Ohio, where he
Zeeland
High
School
team
on
a score
went as a delegateof the Licensed
California is one of the western
of 33 to 16. The boys put up an
Tugmen Protective Association.
states which shows rapid growth.
aggressive game which the Zeelanders
Ray Herrick left last week for PonThe census figures just announced
tiac, where he has accepted a position were unable to break. Friday even- give California a population of 2,377.with the Welch Motor Car Co.
Rapids Central High in Price’s rink. This is the largest increase made by
Miss Maggie Bontekoe was a Grand
The girls’ High School team which any state from which the final census
Rapids visitor Saturday.
Mrs. C. J, De Koster visited in journeyed to South Haven last Fri- returns have yet been received,and
day met defeat at the hands of the
Grand Rapids Saturday.
shows that “the glorious climate of
South Haven girls, losing on the small
E; C Lapich of St Ste. Marie is end of the 24 to 14 score. As the California" and other allurements are
spending a week with his brother, S. floor at South Haven is about half the attracting settlersquite as numerously as did the gold fever of ’49 and
Lapish, on Ninth street.
size of that on which the girls have

Company
Holland, Mich.

GENERAL ITEMS.
ston attacked the left wingof SherWhen a mischievous boy takes snuff man’s army at Averyshoro,N. Cvon
sometimes a great many others March 19, 1805, and handled it pretty
sneeze. At least this is what hap- roughly.
"The Seventeenthcorps, under Gen.
pened on a New York subway train.
The hoy, a youth of seventeen, as- Francis P. Blair, was on the right of
serts that he had a cold, for which he the army and headed straight for

SPORTS.
The

28

DEATHS.
•What a BachelorWoman Thinks.
If some wives would onl yboost
The two-weeks-old child of Mr.
more and knock les stheir husbands and Mr.s Herbert Van Den Berg, remight approach nearer the top of the siding cast of the city, died Monday
ladder.
morning,
Self-consciousness has kept more
George Irving died at the home of
people from “doing’’ than lack of tal- his son, James Irving of Jenison Parle

Goldsboro,N. C, some 25 miles east, ent.
where we honed to meet the comA hearty laugh wins more friends
mands of Schofield and Terry com- than a proper smile.
ing up from the coast. Orders were
Tis not wise to judge people by
given to Blair to change his coursre, their clothes many get on the colors
which he did, inarching all night and hut forget the cap and hells.
gaining a position nearfhe Confeder- Pride, the imp, is always trying to
ate left. Then about noon of March undo the knots tied by Cupid.
21 orders were given to Gen. Joseph
There’s many a wedding that isn’t

A. Mower, commanding the First di- a real marriage.
vision of the Seventeenth corps, to
Life to most of us is more like a
force a crossing over the swamp big church choir than "a grand, sweet
which protected Johnston’sleft. This song."
was accomplished,and much to our
Women dote on the man who says
surprise wefo und ourselves at Johnshe isn’t looking well, and he fears
ston’s headquarters, where we recap- she works too hard,
tured some of our own men who were i An old maid is a bachelor girl who
held as prisoners.
isn’t ashamed to own to it.
"Mower learned from our men

_
«

that

Tuesday, January 10, and was buried
at Holton, Mich., last Friday. He ia
survived by his son James, three
brothers and two sisters. The
brothers are Pierce and John Irving
of Woodstock, Ont, and James Irving
of Middleville,Mich. Hts sisters are
Mrs. James Mitchell of Bright, Ont,
and Mrs John Cornish of Lunsden,
Sask.

To Be Big Event
The Fisscher party that is to be
given in Price’s rink next Wednesday evening will be one of the big.
gest social functions ever attempted

city. This will be the first
appearance of the Fisscher orchestra in this city and a great musical
in this

a deep stream-and that the only way Teachers’ Institutewil Ihe held in this
Johnston could retreat was across a city on Wcdnesday,'january^S, ‘in ‘tirc treat is in store lor those viho atnarrow bridge, and this was under lire j High School rooms. The following
•ntn
° tend. In Februar> the orchestra
of our men. He at once sent
a eta
staff is the program:
officer to Sherman to explain the situwill fill its ninth consecutiveannuWEDNESDAY, 10 A. M.
ation and ask reinjor cements. Sher- Opening Exercises.
al engagement in Ann Arbor when
man, instead of reinforcing, ordered Enrollment
it furnishes the music for the Juna withdrawal,which was being made
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Alien and been practicing besides being waxed later.
Several Principles of Class Work- ior Hop at the Universityof Michjust
as
Ward
Hampton's
cavalp'
atThe
postal
savings
hanks
are
a
sucdaughters,Hazel and Edna, lett for the Holland girls were greatly handiProf. Henderson.
igan. From this fact alone one1
Decatur, Ala., to spend the winter capped. Principal Stephensonbe- cess, although in oneration only since tacked Mower's right and the Con- Intermission.
with relatives there.
lieves that in the return game the January 3. This is the report re- federate infantry the left. This opened The Teaching of English to Non- can tell what kind of music to exceived from Washington. This sys- the pockel and let Johnston out.
pect next Wednesday.
Knglish Children— Prof. Ayers.
Wallace Olsen of Chicago is spend- girls can defeat South Haven.
"I led up to this situationand asked
tem
of hanking appeals most strongly
Announcements.
ing a few days with friends and relaTomorrow night the Hope College
The committees in charge of the
Gen.
Sherman
why
he
gave
the
order
WEDNESDAY. 1:30 P. M
tives in this city.
quintet will meet the Mt. Pleasant to foreigners, who are said to have to withdraw. In his vigorous manner
party are; Decorations, Fred Tilt,
great confidence in anything which is
1 lie Golden Age of Tomorrow — Prof.
Mrs. L. Stratton has returned from Normal five in Carnegie gymnasium. hacked up by the general government, he replied:
Dr. M. J. Cook, Walter Lane, E.
Henderson.
Although the Hopeites are not overan extended visit to Kalamazoo.
‘"I
thought
Mower
was
mistaken
and these people are depositing their
P.
Davis, Dr. G. Stegeman and
Relation
of
Health
to
Progress
—
Prof
O. S. Rehnold left Monday for a tr^p confident, since their most successful money as fast as it can be taken care in his position.I knew him to a brave,
Ayers.
holiday tour of the state, still they
Luke
Sprietsma; Checking, W. H.
through Ohio and Indiana.
hard lighter,hut looked on him as
think that prospects for the inter- of. The first bank in this state was reckless,ami 1 could not believe that Among School Children— Prof. Ayers. Orr, Henry Meengs, F. Congleton,
instituted
in
the
city
of
Houghton,
and
Harry Wilmot was down from Hol- collegiate championship of the state
WEDNESDAY, 7.30 P. M
land recently. He informs us that his are very bright. All those who attend as the experiment is proving satisfac- Johnston would ever permit himself Laggards in Public Schools— Prof, Steve Bradford and Frank Silodaughters, who were hurt in the wreck the game .tomorrow evening will have tory other depositories will he opened to he caught in such a position.
Ayers.
m; n; tie! eh, A. J. Westveer,Don
at Kalamazoo, are both doing nicely occasion to witness some of the finest in the posiofficesof the larger towns also knew that if Mower was where he
Music in charge of Miss Minnie Biauioid, A. Van Pulten, A. Rig.
was Johnston would not surrender
and it is believed that they will fully team work ever displayed by a college and cities :as soon as practical.
Vroman, Supervisor of Music, Holland terink and Frank Smith; floor and
without a desperate fight, which meant
recover.— Saugatuck Commercial.
City Schools.
The
largest
sidewheel
steamer
in
the
quintet. On the recent holiday tour,
that many of you hoys would lie left
refreshments, Wm. Bosman, Ed
world
is to be built by the Detroit &
in
which
the
collegions
were
victoriRobert Annesley of Saugatuck has
in the pine woods of No.th Carolina
Everliard, Henry Saner, Paul
Cleveland NavigationCo. She will he
NEW
BUSINESS
FIRM
IN
ous
in
three
of
the
four
games
played,
received the $1,000 insurancemoney
to the tender mercies of the Confeder47
feet
long
over
all,
which
is
68
feet
Frederickson and Paul Dryer.
HOLLAND.
on the policy of his late mother, who Captain John Vruwink did stellar
ates. My spies had reported that Lee
F. W. Woolworth
Co have
was insured in the Lady Maccabee work for the collegians,and bids fair longer than the steamer City of Cleve- was reinforcing Johnston, how much
land. The new boat will he named
to hold the honor of being the
they could not tell. I did not know leased tlje store formerly occupied by
pion pivot position olayer in the
Dcrtorc
what Schofield and Terrv were doing John Van Der Poel in the Van Der
[Seminary [News
in#* nr#*1
1 n
o
...Ill „
^
The following officers were in- The
preliminary
game
will be beMichigan farms have touched the down at Newhern and it was possible Veen block for five years, the lease
stalled at a meeting of the Royal twaen ,the Tigers .and Pirates, winners
beginning
February
2.
Woolworth
&
Students preachjjan. 22.
Neighbors held Ust Thursday evening in the recent college and preparatory billion dollar mark in value. Accord- hat 1 might he forced hack to the Co. have more than a million in capiWalvoor
in Woodman h»Jl: Onacle, Mary leagues. The preliminarygame will ing to the census report there art <ashore somewhere. 1 also thought tal to hack them up and have more Forest Grove, __
206,376 farms in the state. The aver
Harmon; Past Oracte, Abbie Ming; begin at 7:30 sharp. Ticket's 25c.
Haverkam
could maneuver Johnston out of his than 300 stores in the United States
age size of the far mis 92 acres, ant’
Vice Oracle, Lena Hoeker; Chancel•osition, and alter making a junction and 11 in England. They are in the
N.
Meete
The
Oylmpic
Athletic club basket the average value per acre as reported
lor, Hattie Gale; Recorder, Alice Butball l£am of Zeeland defeated the fast is $46. Nearly one-half of these farms with our army at Goldsboro give him live and ten-cent business on a large Lansing,
Lama
ler; Receiver, Rase Haight; Marshal,
scale and are able to get prices that
Grand Haven five by the score of are mortgaged.
attention later on.
Walterin
Ruth Peterson; Inner Sentinel, Lena
33 to 21 Friday night. The game was
"‘But if 1 had known the exact sit- give them a great advantageover
Seery; Outer Sentinel, Mary Burt;
Flikkem
their
business
rivals.
rough ithrou^houtand good team
uation,’ the general concluded in his
Physicians,Dr. Wetmore and Dr.
'I he interior of the building will be
The Adelphic Society met las
work arvd brilliant basket shooting ONE OF GEN. SHERMAN’S
clear-cut, characteristicstyl*, T would
Thomas.
overhauled and a freight Tuesday night at the home of D
won the game for Zeeland. The
LOST OPPORTUNITIES. have sent a divisionto reinforce Mow- completely
chute installed. The basement will be
The Holland Old Settlers’society Olympics .are' gaining the reputation
er
and
sent
orders
to
press the enemy
and Mrs. Matthew Kolyn, Th
By E. J. Edwards.
used as a stock room and the first
of Kent county held its eighteenth of being of the strongest teams in
all
along
the
line
to
prevent
his
sendHow many opportunities Gen. Wilfloor given a better appearance. Con- prayer meeting was in charge c
annual meeting last Thursday ia the western Michigan, having four vicing troops against Mower, and Johnliam
Tecumseh
Sherman
felt
that
he
tracts have been let whereby the in- H. Petterson.A paper was pre
club rooms in the court bouse and re- tories to their credit without a defeat.
ston would have been forced to sur- terior will he renovatedand it is exsented by H. Meeter on the subjeci
eletced the following officers: Presi- Next Friday they play the fast Mus- lost no one knows probably. Yet to
render before night — one of my lost pected that the new firm will he
dent. S. S. Postma; Vice President, N-. kegon high school team at Muskegon one man — like Sherman, a veteran of
“The relation of the Church t(
opportunities, Mr. Brown.”’
ready for businessabout the latter
Silvius and H. Luton; Secretaryand ?nd a return game at Zeeland Febru- the Civil war — the general once adSecret Society.”
Had Sherman reinforced Mower, a part of February.
Treasurer, Leonard De Pagter; Mar- ary 10. The management would like mitted that his lost opportunities were
move which would have undoubtedly
shal, K. Van Der Wall. Arrange- to book a few more out-of-town several in number, and he outlined in
resulted in the capture of Johnston
ments were made for the winter picnic games for February 3 and February some detail how he lost a splendid and hirwhole army, in the windun of
and the summer picnic which is held 17, Howard City or Lakeview pre- opportunityin North Carolina, after that wonderful campaign through the
in August. The society is in satis- ferred.
he had made his famous march from Carolinas, it can easily he imagined
factory financialcondition,having 170
Tonight the Chemicals will try conclu- Atlanta to the sea, to capture Gen. that Sherman’s name would he placed
members and growing steadily.
sions with the Clerks. The Chemicals Joseph E. Johnston’sarmy, b^g and at the very head of the list of great
Mrs. G. T. Haan has returned from a Basket ball team will play the team recent- baggage,more than a full month'be- strategists.
ly organizedby the Clerks and the second fore that intrepid Confederate' leader
short visit to Grand Rapids.
team will play the Clerks club. Both surrenderedhis forces to his Union
George Lage was a Grand Rapids visitor
To Destroy Poultry Lice.
games promise to be exciting. The games opponent.
Wednesday.
The well known keroseneemulsion
will he pulled off in the Lyceum Rink
"Some
time about the middle of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Zwemer celebrated
The West Michigans won their 70s of the last century, a soldiers’ re- which has been mentioned so fretheir seventy-eighthbirthday anniversary
first game of the present season by union was to be held in my county quently for the spraying of fruit trees
last night.
defeating the Limberts to the tune of town,” said Mr. James N. Brown, now is perhaps the best and cheapest apMiss Ada Whitman has returned from a
6 to 4 last Monday evening. The a resident of St. Louis and a veteran plication that can be made for the
short visit to Grand Rapids.
game was close and victory unde- of the Tenth IllinoisVolunteer in- walls, roosts and floors of the poulHy
Miss Clara McLellan has returned from cided until the last inning.
fantry, “and thinkingthat the pres- house for destroying lice. A sprayer
a visit with friends in Conklin, Mich.
ence
of Gen. Sherman would be a is as useful in poultry management as
The girl stenographersof this city
Jacob Wolfertvisitedin Grand Rapids met at the home of Mrs. H. Wilson drawing card I visited him at his in fruit growing,for with it and kerosene emulsion the|ie pests can not
Tuesday.
tost Monday evening for the purpose home in St. Louis to invite him to atonto be destroyed,Tint prevented. Betend
our
reunion:
but
owing
to
a
preWm, Kremers left today on a business of organizing a basket ball team. Miss
gin the work of destroying lice as
Is ready for your inspection at prices to
trip to B*y City
Grace Nyberg oi C P. Limbert Co. vious engagementhe was prevented earrly as possible in order to prevent
from
accepting.
It was at the time
was
elected
president
of
the
associaOtto Schaap^and Herman Helder left for
of the general’s controversy with Jef- them increasing.A few’ annlications
Dakota last light* where Mr. Schaap ex- tion and manager of the team. Miss
o fthe emulsion now’ will reauire but
please you
Harriet Rutgers of De Free Chemical ferson Davis and he had just sent
pectoto purchase a carload of hones
a short time, and may save hours of
Co. was chosen secretary and treas- Alexander JL Stephens’letter to the labor later on before killing lice in
Keep your eyes open for sharpen urer. Their colors will be white and secretary of war a few days before. the poultry house but take a sunshiny
and gold brick men at Ottawa Coun- blue and the’ name “City Stenos.” He had retained a copy of the letter; day so that the house can be dried
Coach A. Rigterinkhas announced which he had read to me, making vig- quickly of the moisture from the
ty
•
next Tuesday evening as the time set orous comments the while on Davis’
spray.— Agricultural Epitomist.
for the first practice.
conduct.
Heari' Hear! Hear! This way—
“With my regiment I had followed
Qet your tickets Lr Ottawa Connty
Sherman from Atlanta to the sea and
Parson’s Poem a Gem
Remember
Fair, Auditorium.
into North Carolina in the late winter
There is only one Dust-down. 25 of ’65, or, as some would put it, the
From Rev. H. Stubenvol), Allicents a can. Refilled for 20 cents.
very early spring; so while we were son, la., in praise of Dr. King’s
The Truth at Last
discussing various incidents of the
A Bargain.
Ne*r.Life Pilto.
‘ City Girl— “Oh, the darling llttls
war it occurred to.me to ask the genOne
of
those desirable crank wring
chickens, just out of their sheila! At
eral about a strategicmovement made “They’re such a health necessity,
by the Uniqn army in North Carolina In every home these pills should be
what age are they ready for market?" ing mops for 75 cents this week.
L. H. Van SCHELVEN,
that had always puzzled me more or If other kinds you‘ve tried in vain,
Farmer— “Anywhere up to eight yean,
|
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lodge.
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chamstate.
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Douglas

Holland
III.
Beverly
Constantine

Wall Paper

i

Fair.

Bert Slagh

lady.”

•

Drop

316 S. River St.
your order in the mail box

not at home.
_____ __

______ #

less.
if

USE DR. KING’S

“It will be remembered by those
present that Gen. Joseph E. John- Apd be well again. Only 25c at
H. R. Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co.
;

m:

M
i
a

TTrW;

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
‘FIND" BRIGHTENING A

WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPER
WHAT YOU SAW 30 YEARS AGO

DARK ROOM

Every Ounce Counts

Treatura Discovered at Lanoford Hill, Dark Woodwork Should Not B# T0|.
a Jacobean Houae Near Bude,
Holland
crated and Gloomy Paper Should
Cornwall, England.
informs us that they are hard at
Be Avoided.
NO
work in that neighborhood to erect
Two
pieces of ancient tapestrywhich
In nearly every city house there li
a cheese factory. At a meeting
were recently discovered at Langford always sure to be one dark and
held on Wednesday evening last,
Hill, a Jacobean house near Bude, gloomy room. It casts Its depression
2H5 cows were subscribed, and'an- Cornwall, have been sold for $33,000
upon all who enter It, and yet one
BLESTDDIES
Little
other meeting will be held on Wed- at Messrs. Puttlck and Simpson's
la often at a loss as to what should
INIQUITOUS GOVERNMENT SUC- nes lay next. This is a very good rooms. The purchaserwas CapL H. be done to dissipatethe lugubrious et
CESSFUL
move ahead.
Lindsay.
feet.
I Kings 16:23-3J—January 22
The principal piece, measuring 13
It should be dealt with ruthlessly. Does away with all guess work.
We
glean from the army btille
"RIpAffoim/ic.'M exullftha nation: but Kin {.» a
feet 4 inches by 13 feet 9 inches, was White paint and enamel should be
"t\, as published in the Chicago
reproach to unp people." -Vroc. 1^:4^.
one of a set of panels of fifteenth cen- used with a generous hand. Dark
Omrl dynasty of Israel was n l imes of the i.dth inst., that Lieu- tury arras tapestry,originallybelongThe BEST Flour for every baking purpose
woodwork should not be tolerated,
siicces-sful one according to worldfenani C. Gardener ts mentioned as ing to Cardinal Wolsey and' representand dull or gloomy paper should be
ly standards, but n failure from the
It is the Highest Quality of Flour that can be produced
Divine standpo'nt.Omrl, a great general. First Lieutenant of th^ 19th Infan- ing the seven deadly sins. Three of avoided. Hang the room In a paper
Buceeeded to Israel's throne alter the try. J his is the first intimationwe the panels are now hanging at Hamp- of suuy yellow hues, put up only cur
Heath of Jeroboam. He was very suchave had of his promotion, and his ton court palace. The second piece tains of thin net, and decorate your
cessfuland conquered the Moabites, to
the East of the Jordan, jmtflng them tin- many fri* nds among our readers of tapestry was part of a frieze. 14 feet walls with pictures framed In white
J. A. Stecenya of North

WASTE

Wonder Flour

Try one sack today

der an annual tribute of the fleece of two will no doubt be glad to hear of his by 2 feet 4 inches,originallymade for and gold and silver gray frames.
hundred thousand sheep. He built u imw
Hampton court palace. Small pieces
Many mirrors, if possible, should be
prospt rity.
Capital, the city of Samaria, and successof the frieze still hang there In the used, for they aid wonderfully in
fully outranked Jeroboam as a mislead' r
Great hall.
brightening a dark room, but they
of his people, along religious lines. According to Israel s Covenant with the Al1 ho tapestry was found packed away
must not be hung too high, as they
Born — To Mr.
Mrs.
mighty there was but the one Lovltlcal
In a box at Langford Hill. The house will only reflect the ceiling, while they
on Friday morning, Jar-'
priesthood and the one holy temple of Jebelongs to two maiden ladies, who should catch the cherful flame of an
hovah's presence for the whoh p. opje of nary 22. a daughter.
were unaware that their roof was har open fire and repeat its gleam.
Israel, and it was at Jerusalem.As
Fred Wade, who for two years boring such treasures. It was stated
worldly wisdom guided Jeroboam to comNo one thing Is more successful In
pletely separate the ten tribes from the an I over h*s been employed in the
In the saleroom that some years ago destroying
depressing• atmostwo tribes by establishing new places of
bojc and de- phere of a room than an inside winworship and simplifyingthe worship and News office, has 1, ken up the Lake the panel, packed in

WHAT YOU SAW 25 YEARS ACO
and
G. P

You

will

want more

after

you have given

it a trial.

Hummer

Beach Milling

the

a

scribed as a carpet, was sold at auc- dow box. This box can be made attion for $7.50. — London Chronicle.
tractive by a thin coveringof brass
or copper that will add to the brightness of the room, and the plants
STICKS
GREEK should be chosen with an eye to their

symbolizingGod by a golden calf, so the Shore Ccmmercial,recently abanspirit of worldly wisdom suggested
doned by A. Houtcamp, at Saugato Omrl a still further departure
tuck, and will hereafter run it.

same

A

from God and

a
stlil closer approach to the customs and Idolatry
of surroundingna-

M. C. A. lias been formed
in this city with B. Steketee, presi-

dent; B.

Omrl. died. or. ac-

cording'tothe records, "Omri slept
with his fathers.”
We are not from

OXFORD

j

this declaration to

to

eternal . torment
and that the nature of the torment Is sleep. Nei-

electric light.

ther are we to
'think of Omrl ns
aalntlyand pjlnf
U0 h&&v6n and to
Imagine that those

*1-T

Jn heaven

ft r e
asleep. Nei ther are

,

,

think of him a UoabUt flock of ehccp.
ns having
hfl vim? none
in
as
gone to
Purgatory' and that the experiencesthere
are drowsy. We must leave all such unacrlpturalnotions respecting the dead,
good and bad. We myst come back to
the Bible and from it learn that nil who
die, like St. Stephen (Acts 7:00). fall aulccp
to await the morning of the resurrection.
When, the Redeemer will call all forth
from the tomb (John 5:28, 29. Rev. Ver.)

Ahab and Jezebel
Abab’s name signifies. "Like his father.” And surely he was! Ills name
was appropriate.His was a reign still
more successful in unrighteousness.For
twenty-two years he devoted himself to
the furtherundermining of true religion
and to the Introductionof the worst
forma of licentious,heathen Idolatry.Ho
was greatly assisted In this course by his
wife— Jezebel, the daughter of the King

‘•The doctor has examined your
husband, and says he can be cured
of his deafness. Here are two small
boxes of ointment, to be applied
behind the ear. The bill is $10,
and of this amount Mr. Rein
Werkman has been kind enough to
pay $6. 1 he doctor has gone on
the train and left me to collect this
bill.” These were the woids addressed,Tuesday forenoon,by a
stranger to Mrs. Wolbring, at her
home on Twelfth street, south of
Hope College. True, her husband
is an employe at the Werkman
factory, ana he is deaf, and the
h^ppy ihnueht that through the
kind aid of Mr. Werkman he would
now soon be cured of this trouble,
finally so ovetcame her first doubts
about the genuineness of the statement; that she paid the traveling

#4. The

of the Sidonlans Her name

slgnlflcs mofessi-nal the
latter
cka$le; yet she used her great Influence
was kind enough in leaving direcwith her husband and throughout the nation for the furtheranceof unchustltyIn tions that the ointment should be
connectionwith tha orpiei known ns the itgularlyapplied back of the left
reliffiOM rltu and ceremonies, connected
with the worship of Baal and of "Aslito- ear. At the noon hour, when Mr.
reth," the female divinity worshipped.
Woldring got home, the old “Zwe-

mer House,” was the scene of

Lessons Here For Us
All civilized people are deeply Interested In earthly governments and their success. We all crave social and financial
prosperity. NeverthelessIt Is still true
that prosperity is Injurious In proportion
as it separates the people from the Divine

a

back

YEARS AGO

who was

while it aroused hired man on the farm of States
and separated
from Itself anoth- McCoy, Georgetown township,
er class— those who
went to the barn to milk about 5:30
worshipped God in
Monday morning, December 31. In
spirit ami In truth
S'" li leit the ten- the stable next the one occupied
tnbe kingdom and by the cow he was milking was a
it' idoletn and
horse known to be vicious,and a
idei iflrd | I, (, jyj‘ r w. tli the kicker. The body of Jackman was
two-tribek adorn
found back of this horse some time
I its
later. The unfortunate man was
yd iv
still breathing when found, but never regained consciousness and died
: " • f t;.,- Hi- sortly af-er. Dr. Maxfield of Hud|

n

'

y

was brought as soon as
when he arrived Jackman had long been dead. Bert
possible, but

Jackman

ly People of our day to separate themselves and to say In the language of
Joshua. "Choose ye this day whom ye
wl l servo; as for me and my house, wo
Will nerve the Lord "
AntitypicalAhab and Jezebel

Christian studentsknow, Jezebel.
of the Ix>r.l
as types, and their experiencesforeshadowed much greaterthings in the expertall

Ahab and Elijah were used

month. Always have good
horses for sale. SPECIAL PRICES

WEDDING

GAS

All Others Imitations.

"The English word ‘flirt.’ both as
verb and noun, has been adopted by
the German speaking people of this
city," says a Vienna letter,"but it
is usually pronounced‘fleert.’A young
woman, Kamilla Palffy, delivered a
lecture a few days ago In the hall of
the Merchants’ association on 'Flirt
and Love.’ The lecture was lllustrated with stereoptlcon views. The evolution of the flirt was shown from the
antique, rural, 'old-fashioned'to the
'perfect American.’ There was some
discussion among the Americans who
heard the talk as to whether giving
our country first place was a compliment or a 'knock,'and no one seemed
to know Just which side to take. One
dwnure American girl said; 'The art,
like the word. Is American— all others
are imitations,'and no one contradict-

j

1

1

•d.’

sonville

Tibbets, the

boarding horses, either by the day or
by the

An ego is what a man is when he
Tender Hearted.
has nothing and is nothing else; that
Mr. Silas Plkweed steps into tho Is to say, he Is then first person
long corridor of the Up there building. singular and no particulargender.
An ego is neither soul, body, spirit,
He gazes at the row of elevator gates,
squinting with some amazement at family, country nor race. It is neither
their Iron bars. He glances apprehen- moral nor pathological.A criminal has
$irely at the elevator starter,who. Just as much ego as a parson and no
with star on breast and brass buttons more. Some egos are better than
others — chiefly our own.— Life.
on his uniform, is an imposing sight.
•'Is— Is there a feller of the name of
James Raddon in— In here?" Silas
In the Face of Pain.
asks.
Instances
of bravery in the face of
"Yes — 1435." answers the starter
the most Intense pain are of daily ocquickly.
"How long's he been In — been currence, but even In cases of difficult and tedious operations the athere?"

man who

last saw

alive, testifiedthat he

was

Hard to Lasso.
"So Twiggs has had enough of ranch

and

FUNERALS

COKE

The Fuel That Saves You Money

Crushed Coke

Furnace Coke

For Base [Burners,* Round

The most satisfactory fuel

Oak stoves

of

$6.00 per

allj

kinds

for the

Ton
Try

a

Furnace

$5.50 per

Ton

Ton and Be Covinced

Holland City Cas

Co.

******

amount of pain that Is endured generally Is not taken Into consideration;
the circumstances of the case form the
basis for the opinions of the outsider.
Wanted a

GO-CARTS

Family,

Pat, who has Just come over from
the old country, was very much afraid
of women, and, If the truth were
known, was very unattractive to the

sex. Consequentlyhe had never
married
When he applied for employment
the' man rejected him because he
wasn’t married and didn’t have a family. Thereupon Pat decided to marry.
He had seen a sign over a restaurant which read:
“Families served here,” so Pat
braced himself and went in. "Do you
serve families here?" he asked.
"Yes, sir," said the clerk at the
fair

Have you
It will

seen,

he WHITNEY COLLAPSIBLE GO-CABT?

pay you to do ho.

It is a

winner. The Whitney

cart is no doubt the best Collapsible Cart

on

the

market

'

They have been sold over 50 years. Look them over

desk.
1

Pat reached for his wallet In hia
hip pocket, and carefully removing a

before. Also a beautiful lino of Robes.

greasy bill said:
“Well, give me a wife and two children'."

life?"

“Yes."

"He told us when he left that It
would not take long to get a lino on
the west."
train from Hudsonville. He had
"So ho did, but Twiggs made a big
got some distance from home and mistake when he first got out there by
for some reason had turned back, trying to get a line ojj a rampant
to go home again after something steer."
he had forgotten. The fact that
he turned back after getting such
Exempt.
adistance from home was the only . “Yes, sir,” said the trust magnate,
suspiciouspart of his testimony
proudly, I’m the architect of my own

and

.

Creator With Certain Inalienable Somethings of Which
Nothing Can Deprive Them.

for

Ahab, Jezebel and b'lljah or:‘1 MaiT>mon worgoing to Grand Rapids,
had
a»
K,llp’ ls awuken_ ___
In« the more saintstarted early afoot to catch the

types.

lowest prices. Special care given to

Endowed by

An ego is a latinized I. All men are
created egos and endowed by their
creator with certain Inalienable somethings of which neither statute, ukase,
edict, injunction, beggar, magnate,
book agent nor promoter can deprive
them. He who steals my purse steals
public schools. For the specialist, the trash, but he who filches from me my
mathematicalor science man, we have ego takes that of which he already has
always been willing to let him off enough and makes me not at all.
Women without votes have egos, and,
Greek; though In our Judgment it will
generally be better for him if he Is strangely enough, would still have
them If they secured the votes. Hence
not let off. — SaturdayReview.
egos are not a political Issue.

through Salt

of

murder.

Best Carriages,fast gentle horses,

a

man

Wm.

Livery, Sale and Feed Stable

ALL MEN ARE CREATED EGOS

me

and

As

Fred Boone

!

WHAT YOU SAW

t'V t." Higher
1 Mies
and their
lore
boasts of
ahi'ry to give us
son- thing better
'ban the Word of
God, and in gen-

'

parsons did It, or that expert opinion,
all those who are actively concerned
In running the university,were In favor of the change and overborne ky
outside reaction brought up for the
purpose. Greek must have equal
rights with Latin. The ordinary undergraduateshould be made to know
something of both and If he Is to be
allowed to do with only one. Greek
must have as good a chance of being
taken as I^atln. This, as Prof. Gilbert
Murray says, will save Greek at the

"Since last May. Want to see him?'' tention paid to them is slight unless
WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
they are undergone as a result of self"No. no, I guess not.”
And Silas almost tiptoesback to the sacrifice. A case where a friend sacH. Cronkright, the enterprising
rificesa few pieces of skin to be
River street barber, has become street,where he stops and sighs and
grafted on a victim of burns or scalds,
murmurs
to himself:
the owner of a horse known in
"Poor Jim! His pa told
the will be told of at length, while the man
sporting circles as Lilac, and innumber of the street where I could who suffersjust as much pain from a
tends pitting it against the import- find him, but I bet his pa doesn’t broken leg Is not considered worthy of
ed thoroughbred which has become know about it. I ain’t got the heart mention. The man who lies gasping
famous through her "whiskers.”
to let Jim see me while he is in dis- for breath with an attack of Intergrace
this way. I’ll Jest go back home costal neuralgia la sometimes 'considAnton Seif, our ex.' re /er, start,
laughable spectacle, but a
an' tell his folks I couldn't find the ered
ed Tuesday morning for an extendsprained and swollen wrist would gain
place."— Judge.
ed trip through Louisiana, Lower
him prompt sympathy and help. The

to the golden calf, the sacrificingof lives
to the acquirement of wealth, belong to
our day as truly as to that of Ahnb-but
10
On a more refined scale and therefore the
ffiore deceptive and Insidious.
The inquest in the Humphrey JackContinuallywe find that God uses the
case conducted by Juctice
wrath of man to praise
The effect
Of the prosperity of Ahab and Jezebel was
Whipple,
Hudsonville,
two-fold: it ensnared
de- brought out facts strongly pointing
Jackman,
a
graded one class to

1

|

!

before Mrs. Wolbring realized that
she had boen badly taken in.

Lake City and Denver. He intends to be gone about 8 months.

him

|

right lively attempt at explnation,

arrangementsand the blessingswhich
thereto attach. Only righteousnesscan
truly exalt a nation Every form of iniquity Is injurious, however it may at the
time fleom contrary to this. Ours is the
day of the greatestworldly prosperity
this earth has ever known. But alas! It
Is not a day of religious prosperity.On
the contrary, there never was a time
when unbelief In a personalGod and in
.the Bible as bis revelation was so general
amongst Intelligent people. Our church
edifices are becoming temples of fashion,
concert and lecture halls, while the real
worship which alone Is pleasing to the
Almighty Is far removed.
Californiaand
The worship of Mammon, the bowing

,

W hen the furniture In your dark
and depressing room has been covered
with a gay cretonne and magazines,

Victory for HellenistsWhen Congregation and Not Convocation Declines
to Make Language Optional.

books and papers have been strewn
WHAT YOU SAW 20 YEARS A’CO
Humanity Is not dead after all. Ox- about, this room, which filled every
one with a feeling of aversion and
The new Martial Band have se- ford sticks to Greek. It Is a great victory for the Hellenists,for It was con- discomfort, will become the favorite
cured the service of Grant Scott to
gregation and not convocationwhich resort of the family.
instrnct them on the drum, fife and
declined to make Greek optional for
bugle. Their hall is lighred with all. No one can say that the country

draw the Inference
that as a wicked

_

TO

color.

De Vries, vice-presi-i

dent; J. Kruidenier secretary;and
P. Gunst, treasurer.

tlons.

‘man ho went

J.

Go.

The Apothecary’s Affidavit.
A highwayman, named Holland, confined In Newgate, sent for a solicitor to

know how he could defer his trial,and
was answered,"by getting an apothecary to make affidavit of his illness."
This was accordingly done In the following manner: "The deponentverily
believes, that If the said James Hol-

A.C.RINCK&CO
S6-6O

land Is obliged to take his trial at the
ensuing session, he will bo In Imfortune.”
minent danger of his life;” to which
"Well,” rejoined the friendly critic, the learned Judge on the bench an"all I’ve got to say Is that it’s a lucky swered that he verily believed go, too.
thing for you there were no building The trial was ordered to proceed ImInspectors around -when you was con- mediately.
structing It.”

E. Ei^titt*

’

taTtbte ctSTe'. s,”rl,uiu I'^a0,• d,jr-

Ahab
a

typifiedcivil power. Jezebel tvplreligious system. The Improper
man-luge yf Ahab and Jezebel, contrary

nr
fled

tyi'1,lod the marriage
or union 0. Church and Htate. The prog-

« vil un,,,:r this union Is portrayed
Jn the Book of RevclaUun. where Jezebel
mentioned by name. (Rev.
2.20-a.)-he Lord changed that the antltyplcal Jezebel, the Church system, was
euffejed or permittedto teach and seduce
from the proper course of
Christian living. The same Scriptures
representElijah, who was persecutedby
Jezebel, through her husband, as a type
of true believers of this Age persecuted
by a false Church through the arm of
«lrU power.

-
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WANTED—

PEOPLE TO

Discontent and Progress.
for Another.
The pessimist who refuses to believe
Does Nothing Else.
“If I should die what kind of a wife Ladies and children.
In any advance Is quite as wrong as
Hojax (at the show)— "That pretty would you pick for your second?” All the latest styles at right prices. the optimist who denies that there Is
chorus girl on the left threatened to queried the young wife after the first
any necessity for a forward movement
If yon need clothes and havn’t
Now, as always, discontent Is a duty,
leave the company unless she was clash of habits.
any money, Try Our Pla.
given a speaking port”
for It Is condition precedentto prog“Don’t ever feai^-lf I ever get rid
We know you will be satisfied. ws. It is not discontent that throws
oC you there'll never be another wife
Tomdlx— “Did sha get Itr
Menter & Rosenbloom Co.
the dynamite bomb; It Is despair.—
HaJax-^Toubet she did. The man- In my family” answered the brute.
36 W. 8th street, Upstairs. Brander Matthews.
—Toledo Blade.
ager married bar."

No Chance

48
t

2000

buy clothing on time. Mens, boys.

tf

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The
Court for
In Chancery.

cuit

Enterprising Business Firms

Cir-

County of Ottawa.

the

Franklin P. Wells, Complainant,
vs.

Cora May Wells, Defendant.
At a session of said court, held at
the Court House in the City of Grand
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
Haven, in said county; on the 28th
ALBERT BIDDING.— FILL YOUR MAR- day of November, A. D. 1910.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
HOFFMAN S

STUDIO. 232 River Street.
Photos and Views of all descriptions.Post •fa. ket bazket with nlca clean freeh froCards and Souvenirs. Picture frames to order- cerlea. Don't forget the place, comer River
Everythin*in the Photo line.
and Seventh etreeta. Both pbonea.

**

ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES.

p.
-L

atlaiy you. 32 Weat Eighth

piESMA

U

BL

DEALERS IN

XV

VfC

BRIDE. P. H., ATTORNEY, REAL E8tate and Insurance.Office in McBride
Block.

BREWERIES.

ill

VANDER MEULEN,

8 EAST EIGHTH

Cltliens phone 1743.

H

OLLAND CITY BREWERY, CORNER

Tenth and Maple Streeta. Citizen*phone
1123. Pureat beer In the world. Bold In bottle* end keg*. A. Selft & Son.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
DRUGS'AND SUNDRIES.
. N. TUTTLE. 66 WEST
J Citizens phone 1389.

EIGHTH

ST.

TTAAN

BROS., 6 EAST EIGHTH BT
Prompt and accurate attention la the
thing with ua. Citizen* phone 1531.

XX

T. J. MERSEN, CORNER TENTH AND
<1 Central Aves. Citizens phone 1416. Bell ryALSH DRUG CO., DRUOOI8T AND
phene 141.
% r pharmacl*t.Full itock of good* pertaining to the builnea*. Citizen*phone 1483
25 E. Eighth Bt.

T\R. W. O. WINTER. OFFICE TWO

U

doors east of Interurban office. Holland,
Mich. Citizensphone: Residence, 1597; office,

PkOESBURG, H.

1724.

Imported and domestic cigar*. Citizen* phone
1291. 32 E. Eighth Bt

R..

DEALER IN DRUGS.

X-r medicine*, paint*, oil*, toilet articles.

BICYCLES AND REPAIRS.

MEATS.
in season.Citizensphone 1043.

•

CORSETS

of Probate.
in tile matter of the estate of

EliiabeihVan Dyke, Deceased

John Van Dyke having filed in said court his
Philip petitionpraying that th administrationof said
estatebe granted to Arcud Vlsscher or 0 some
other suitableperson.

rT1HE Nuform
[

corset,

is a

popular priced

modeled on

lines that per-

fect your figure. It defines graceful bust, waist

and that a subpoena to appear and at ten o'clockin the forenoon, at said probate
answer has been duly issued in this office,be andis hereby appointed for hearing
cause but could not be served upon said petition.
the said. Cora May Wells by reason
It Is Further Ordered. Thai public noof her concealmentwithin this state;
tice thereofbe given by publication of a
:opy
of this order, for three successive
On motion of Hatch, McAllister &
weeks previous to said day of hearing.In
Raymond, solicitors for said complain- the
Holland Cltv News, a new»p<tp«*i
ant, it is ordered that the appearance printed and circulated in said county.
of said defendant,Cora May Wells,
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
be entered in this cause within three
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
months from the date of this order;
Orrie Slulter.
Register of Probate.
and that in case of her appearance
that she cause her answer to the bill
1-3W
of complaint to be tiled and a copy
thereof served upon the solicitors for STATIC OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
the complainant within fifteen days
Court for the County of Ottawa.
after service on her or her solicitors
At a session of said court, held ai
of a copy of the said bill, and in de- the Probate Office In the City of
fault thereof that said bill be taken Grand Haven, in said county, on the
as confessed by the said defendant.
Cora May Wells; and it is further 29th day of December, A. D., 1910
ordered that the said complainant Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby.
cause this order to be publishedin Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of
the Holland City News, a newspaper
printed, publishedand circulating in
Jannetje De Boe, Deceased.
said county, and that such publication
Peter Do Hoc having filed in saiil court her
be commenced within twenty days petition praying that the administration of
from the date of this order, and that said estate be grantedto himselfor •ome other
suitableperson.
such publication be continuedtherein
It is Ordered, That the
once in each week for six weeks in
30th day of January, A. D. 1911.
succession,or that the said complainant cause
-copy of this order to be at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
personally served on the said defend- probate office, be and is hereby apant, Cora May Wells, at least twenty pointed for hearing said petition
days before the time above prescribed
It Is Further Ordered.That public

and hip

The range of shapes is

and

fits

so varied, every

charming result.

figure can be fitted with

All

lines

back.

at the

Nuform Corsets are made

of service-

—

able fabrics— both heavy and light weight
daintily

trimmed and

well tailored.

Your dealer will supply you with the model
best suited to your figure.
Nuform, Style 478. {As pictured). For average
figures.Medium low bust, extra
abdomen and hipa. Made

skirt

length over

durable coutil and light

of

weight batiste. Hose supporters. Sizes 18 to 30.
Price, $1.00.

Nuform, Style 485. For average and well developed figures.Medium bust, extra length over hipa,

back and abdomen. Coutil and batiste. Hose
supporters. Sizes 18

to

30.

Price, $1.50.

Nuform, Style 488. For avera£e and well developed

fig-

ures. Unique coat comAructionover hips, back and abdomen,
Insuring comfort with modish lines.

and batiste. Hose supporters.Sizes 19
Sold At All

a

VAN DER VEERE. 152 E. EIGHTH
1HA8. HUBBARD, 39 WEST NINTH ST. Y\pi.
» V St. For choice steak*, fowl*, or game
^ Citizensphone 1156.

v

,

zena nhon. 1386.

/ SC

MICHIGAN — The Frobat*
Court for the County of Ottawa.*
At a suasion of mild court, held at tht
Probate ottlce.In the City of Grand Ha
ven In said county, on the 29th day of December. A D. tWtu.
Present.Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge

Padgham, Circuit Judge.
In this cause, it appearing by affiIt is Ordered, That the
BOOT, DEALER IN DRT GOODS AND davit on file, that the defendant, Cora
grocerlea. Give ua a visit and wa wIL
30th
day of January, A. D. 1911.
May Wells, is a resident of this state

BROS..
DRT
J., ATTORNEY AT LAW.
gooda and grocerlea; everythingfreeh
Collectionspromptly attended to. Office
and
up-to-date.
120
We-t
Sixteenth
8t.
Cttiover First State Bank.

T\IEKEMA.Q.

Present: The Honorable

STATE OF

Made

to

of excellent coutil

30.

Price, $2.00.

Storti

WEINGARTEN BROS., Maker,, 34tl> St. &

Broad way,

*

New York

for her appearance.

notice tnereof be given by publication
of a copy of this order, for three sucTAILORS, HATTERS, FURCircuit Judge.
-»-r In all kind* of fresh and salt meat*.
cessive weeks previous to said day of
Market on River St. Citizen*phone 1008.
Examined,countersignedand en- hearing, in the Holland City News, a
NISHERS.
tered by me.
newspaper printed and circulated In
FRED F. Me EACH RON.
said county.
Register
BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
£1LUYTER & DYKEMA, 8 EAST EIGHTH
hatch.
McAllister
Ray(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
St. Citizens phone 1228.

PHILIP PADGHAM,

TAB KRAKER & DE ROSTER, DEALERS

ISAAC VERSCHURE. THE IO-CHNT PaR-

50-7

BOOTS AND SHOES.

lar songs and the best In the music line.
Citizens phone 1259. 37 East Eighth 8t.

VICK KAMMERAAD. THE SHOE

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The
MAN,

Probate Court

for the County of Ottawa.

located*

D. 1910.

TT. VANDER PLOEG. STATIONERY AND
JO. books, the best assortment. 44 East
Eighth St. Citizensphone 1459.

1

Dealer lnv
Pumps and

Gasoline Engines,
lumbing Supplies. Cltz. phone 1038. 49
Street.

W

8th

LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
COTT-LUGERS LUMBER
St. Citizensphone

RIVER

CO., 236

IDOL

DRY CLEANERSrnHE HOLLAND CLEANERS. 9

A

EAST

Eighth St. Citizen* phon* 1528. Dying,
cleaning, prewlng.

•

CLOTHIERS. HATTERS, FURNISHERS.

Edward P.

F’resent: Hon.
of Probate.

TYLER VAN LANBEGEND,

HOLLAND City
\\

orks.

Peter

Rug and Carina Weaving
Luidens, Prop 'arpets and
(

rugs woven and cleaned- Carpet cleaning
promptly done. Carpet rags and old ingrain
p. 8. BOTER 4 C.. 16 WEST EIGHTH carpets
bought. 54 E. 15th street. Citizens
JL St. Citizens phone 1663 An up-to-date phone ls97.
emit makes one dressed up and up-to-date.

Kirby, Judge

A

D. 1919.

O. SCOTT. DENTIST. OUR MOTTO
l* good work, reasonable price*. Citizens phone 1441. 32 East Eighth St

1487.

BANKS

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES,
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

The

Albert KleD, Deceased.

Jane Zuydain having tiled in su'd court her
said petition praying that said court adjudicateand
court hi* petitionpraying that the administra- determine who were at the time of his death
the legal heirs of said deceased and entitledto
tion of said estate Ihj grantedto himself or to
inherit the real estate of w hich said deceased
some other suitable person.
died seized,
It is Ordered.
Ills Ordered. That the
That the S3rd day of January. A. D. 1911,
at ten o’cloi k In the forenoon, at said
30th day of January, A. D.,1911,
Probate ofTlc*. be and Is hereby appointed
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
forbearing sai l petition;
probate office, be and is hereby apIt Is further ordered, that public notice
thereof be given by publicationof a copy of pointed for hearing said petition.
this order, for three successiveweek* previous
It is further ordered that public noto said day of hearing. In the Holland City
New*, a newspaperprinted and circulatedIn tice thereof he given by publication
said county.
of a copy of this order, for three suc-

EDWARD
A

true

copy.

P.

KIRBY.

Judge of Probate

THE FIRST STATE BANK

THE

ED.

EAST EIGHTH

m

NEW YORK

9
m

THE REASON

WHY

copy.)

3w

The Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said court, held ai
the Probate Office in the City of Grand
Haven, in said county, on the 27th day of De-

Register of Probate.

3W

1

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.
cember. A. D. 1910.
At a session of said court, held at the
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
Probate office,In the City of Grand HaJudge of Probate.
ven. in said county, on the 4th day of
In the matter of the estate of
January, A. D. •ilHendrik Kamer, deceased.
Preaent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby. Judge
Probate In the matter of the estate of
John Kamer having filed in said comt his

|

i

Yffibi
THE

BEST

ij

STRENGTHENING TONIC

for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children,

STATE BANK

4

Weak, Run-down

Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis, is because it combines the two most world-famed
tonics — the medicinal, strengthening, body-building dements

oTCod

Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil or grease,

tastes good, and agrees with every one.

We return your money without question
does not accomplish all we claim for it

GERBER DRUG

if

Vinol

CO., Holland.

EDWARD

$

copy of this order, for three successive
weeks previous to said day of hearing,in
the Holland City News, a newspaper
A. Vlsscher. D. B. Keppcl. Daniel Ten Cate STATE OF MICHIGAN. Th* Probau OJun
printed and circulated In said county.
Geo. P. Hummer D. B Yntema. J. G. Rutgers
for th* County of Ottawa
J. H. Kleinheksel Wm. O. Vv Eyck
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
At a session of said court, held at the Probate
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
Office In the city ofGrandHaven, in said county
Orrie Sluiter;
on the 30th day of December. A. l>. 1910.
Escaped With His Life
Register of Probate
Present: Hon. EDWARD P. KIRBY.

J

52 3w-

DIRECTORS:

•

FURNISHINGS.

“Twenty-one years ago, I faced
kYKSTRA’S BAZAAR STOWS, 40 EAST
” Eighth 8t. Citizens phone 1287— 2r.
an awful death,” writes.
B.

H.

Judge

of

1-3W

Probate.

In the matter of the estate ot

Jan Smit, Deceased.
Martin, Port Harrelson, S. C.
I had consumption Conraad Smit having tiled in said court
final administration account, and hi* petiand the dreadful cough l had his
tion praying for the allowance thereof «nd for
looked like it, sure enough. I tried the assignment and distributionof the residue

SCOTT'S

of

EMULSION
now a summer at well
at a winter remedy, c It

it

has the same inrigoratiiiff
and strength-producingeffect in summer as in winter.

_

little cold milk os
--

ALL DRUGGISTS

Orrie ShUter

Bolsterof Probate
'Dr. Bell’s AntisepticSake

of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-

In nervous prostrationand female
weaknessesthey are the supreme

tions. 25c at

annually

remedy, as thousands have

Nature Study.
“Now, Tommie, what do you see In
the 'suburbs besides grass, trees, and
flowers
“People wots runnln’ to
catch their trains.”

fails.

testified.

FOR KIDNEYAIVER

AND

STOMACH TROUBLE

fa is the best medicine ever sold
over a druggist’s counter.

for

r

all dealers.

word

in

Book on patents. “Hints to inventors.”“Inventionsneeded.”
inventorsfail.” Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly^
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of

every state

“Why some

Bottle.

A

Medicine

the U. S. patent Office.

That lives ten years must have mer-

it.

Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey

has been sold for sixteen years, and
sales have increased every year
So you run no risk.
guarantee it. At all dealers.

We

hen Yon See

On

GREELEY&McINTIRE
j

Washington, D. C.

the Bell

the bottle you have

our guar-

antee that you are getting the best
cough and cold remedy. Dr. Bell’s
Bine-Tar-Honey has millions of
satisfied users. At all dealers.

3w-l

anything for which a
salye is indicated— Such as pimples, blackheads, sores, chaps, ulcers, sunburn and all skin affec-

everythingelse

h good

Is a house-hold

said estate.

everything,I could hear of, for my
It la Ordered, That the
cough, and was under the treat- 30th day of January, A. D 1911.
ment of the best doctor in Georgeten o’clockin the forenoon,at said probate
town, S. C. for a year, but could at
offlce.be andis hereby appointedfor examinget no relief. A friend advised me ing and allowing said account and hearing said
petition;
to try Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It is furtherordered,that public notice thereI did so, and was completely cured.
of be given by publicationof a copy of this
I feel that I owe my life to this
order, for three euccetsive weeks previous to
great throat and lung cure; “Its
said day of hearing,In the Holland City Newa,
positively guaranteed for coughs, * newspaper printed and circulated In aald
colds, and all bronchial affections. county.
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
50c & $1.00. Trial bottle free at H.
(A true
Judge of Probate.
R. Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co.

copy.)

Electric
Bitters

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers

Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey

‘‘Doctors said

when

Depi.

j

copy.

CROCKERY, GLASS AND HOUSE

Succeed

PINAUD

cessive weeks previous to said day o
hearing, in the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulated In
said county.
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
(A true
Judge of Probat*.

STATE OF MICHIGAN —

UNDERTAKING.

vato.

CLDG.

Parlumerie ED. PINAUD,

BICYCLE

Try U in a

latest Paris perfume crass

A wonderful creation, just like the living bloMoms. Aik your
dealer for a larjo bottle •• 75c. (6 oz.) Write our American Offices
to-day for the sample, enclosing 4c. (to pay postage and packing).

Kamer, deceased.
John Kamer having filed in

Capital Stock paid In ....... .....
50.00
Surplus and undivided prollts ............50.000
Depositors Security ...................... 150,000 petitionpraying that the administration ofzuli^
Albert S( hoernaker,Deceased.
4 per cent interest paid on time deposits.
estate be granted to himself or some oth.r
Exchangeon all businesscentersdomestic and
John S. Bauman having filed In said court
suitablep
RIS NEWS DEPOT, 30 WEST EIGHTH foreign.
his petition, praying for license to sell the InBt. Citizens phone 1749.
It is ordered.That the 23rd day of January. tere.styf said estate in certain real estate therein described.
A. D. 1911. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,at
REPAIRING.
It is Ordered.
said probate office, be and la hereby appointed
J- DJekema. Pres. fJ- W. Beardsle*.V. P
G. \\ . Mokma. Cashier H. Luidens. Ass't .C. for hearing said petition;
That the 30th day of JanuaryA. I). 1911
It la furtherordered,that public noticethereat ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
| H. TUBERGEN. 21 West Sixteenth Street.
of be given by publicationof a copy of thl*
can do your bicycle repairingright. We
order, for three auccesalve week* previous to Probate office, be and Is hereby appointed
also do automobiletire vulcanizing. Citizens
•aid day of hearing,In the Holland City New*, forbearing said petition, and that all persons
phone 1617.
a newspaper printed and circulated in said interestedin s»id estate appear before said
PEOPLES
county.
court. a( said time and place to show cause why
a licenseto sell the interest of laid estate in
P. KIRBY.
Capitol stock paid In .....................{ 50.000
Additionalstockholder’sliability........ 50.000
A true
Judge of Probate. said real estateshould not be granted:
Depositor security ...................... 1(0.000
It Is Further Ordered. That pitblio noOrrie Sluiter.
Pays percent Intereston Sauings Deposits.
tice thereofbe given by publication of a
Register of Probate.

S. DYKSTRA. 40

aample of

Orrie Sluiter,

YONKER, REAR 62 WEST EIGHTH A'

Citizens phone 1267— 2r.

for aliffle

Probate.

Giietje

52

j\R. J.

[OHN
1 St

stamps

PINAUD S
LILAC VEGETAL

In the matter of the estate of

Orrie Sluiter,
Registerof Probate.

1
St. Citizensphone

in

ED.

Present:Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge of

WATER HEATING.
J.

Send only 4^

At a session of *ald court, held at the probate office In the City of Grand Haven.
In said county on the 28th day of December

In the matter of the estate of

DENTISTS.

PLUMBING, STEAM AND HOT

J

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProbateCourt

w

at 384 Central At«. Shoe At a session of said Court, held at the Probate OfficeIn the City of Grand Haven, In
said County, on the 27th Jay of December, A.
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
Is

3W

I

for the County of Ottawa.

\J

S

Orrie Sluiter
Register of Probate

Solicitors for Complainant.
cel deliveryman. always prompt. Also exAttest: A true copy.
press and baggage- Call him up on tee Citizens pa ma 16^ for cjuic delivery.
FRED F. McEACHRON,
Register.

/'tOOK BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPU-

FOR YOU
MVOy LIKE PERFUMl

&

mond.

MUSIC.

==» m
m

The Holland City News

Millions of Bottles

is

Honey used

good evidence that

Eczema, Ringworm

it is

a good remedy for LaQrippe, Tetter, chapped hands or lips,
coughs, colds, and all throat and boils, sores and all skin diseases
bronchial troubles. Look for the are quickly cured by the use of Dr.
Bell on the Bottle. Sold every- Bell’s AntisepticSalve. 25c a box
at all dealers.
creamy snow
where.
white ointment.

A

$1.00

Per Year

i

HOLLAND CITY NFWR
Additional Locals

movement on

Tl)0re is a

Grand Uaven

of » primary system for the

of prayer for colleges will

as heretoforeon the
Thursday in January. This has
been changed to the last Sunday, by
the Gen. Synod.
not take place
last

who was archarged with
furnishingliquor to a minor, was
declared not guilty by the jury in
George Riemerema,

rested some time ago

‘ Circuit court

-

lectively $6,000.

Author Tu’rni Up.

nomina

tion of city officers.

The day

“’a?0 ^end
Cur,0US
utt!e
on French
A.H.I Navi.
C6I8at,on
Written by

Th PMI^nhlJ
Philadelphia Mission, Save

foot in

for the establishment

Tuesday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Nally and infant son have returned to their
home in Chicago after a visit at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Halley.

The Republican County convention will hold a meeting at Grand
Haven February 21 for the purpose
of nominating a County Commis-

Taught habits of thrift at St MarA curious little book has turned up
tha’s mission. Eighth street and Sny—an old, old treatise on aeronautics
der avenue, the children who attend
by Jean Jacques Rousseau called "Le
the mission, about 300 in number,
Nouveau Dedale.” Like Leonardo da
have saved, collectively$6,000 in the
Vinci and Cyrano de Bergerac, Rous*
last few years.
seau was haunted by the dream of
aerial navigation.We read: "Men
walk on the earth, they sail on the
water and swim in It Is not the air,
an element, like the others? What

This statement was made by Deaconess ColesburyIn an address in the
church house, Twelfth and Walnut
streets, to social workers. The speaker told of the personaland human
side of settlement work and described
the work of the mission in Its efforts
to bring about "neighborhood Improvement."

One of the first things taught the
children of the neighborhoodwas to
be thrifty. Deaconess Colesburytold
of one little fellow, less than ten years

old, who had profited by the lesson.
He told proudly of the sum he had
saved from the pennies given to him,

and when asked to

tell

why he saved/

said:

business have the birds to shut ub out
of their premises, while we are mado
welcome in those of the fishes?”Rousseau took no stock In any theoriespropounded by the Darius Greens of his
day. He sifted th6 matter for himself,
and thought It Involved two problems.
First, to find a body lighterthan air,
so that It would rise. He imagined
that sooner or later such a body might
present itself. There was no telling.
But what stumped him was his second
problem— how to make that obliging
body stop rising, and how in creation
to make it come down. This was too
tough for Jean Jacques, and he wound
up his book by admittingit. For a
long time "Le Nouveau Dedale” remained unpublished,appearing only

irs GOINC TO BUY

DR. KING’S

DISCOVERY

"Well, some day I might grow up
and then I might get married and then
sioner of schools, and also to elect
some day I might be out of work.”
delegates to the State Convention
The mission has done other things
at Saginaw, March 2nd.
for the children of the neighborhood.
too, and has a splendid record for its
Notice has been received by John nine ^-ears of existence at Its present in 1801.
KleisandC. Dornbos both of this location. A substationof the free pubcity of their re appointmentto the lie library has been opened there, a
GAVE UP ALL
RECEIVED
for Forty Years of
office of Deputy Sheriff by Sheriff D. dispensaryhas been provided and|
Andre. Under the new law which there are two playgrounds, where 300 Girl With Red Hat Turns Cold Dljputs the sheriff’s force under a sala- children played every day last sumnlty on Inquisitive Conmer. Then there are clubs for the
ry each, will receive a salary of $300
ductor.
children and a mothers’ club for the
Rev. Dr. Albertus Pieters deliv- mothers. — Philadelphia North AmeriThey were quite content with themcan.
ered the first of a series of four lecselves, the six young women wto
tures on “The Church, of Christ in
boarded a north-boundBroadway car,
A GOOD THING.
says a contributor to Lippincott’aMagThe fifth annual meeting of the Buss
Japan,” before the students of the
TACT
BY
MAN azine, and they evinced very little Machins
Works Employees’Relief soWestern Theological seminary this
concern for the dull routine and com- cietv was held at the home of A. H.
morning Dr. Pieters has been iden- Instead of Making His Best Girl Furimonplace details of life. It was the Boylan, Maple street. Thursday eventified with mission work in Japan for
ously Angry He Made
announced Intention of all to transfer ing. January 12th. There were sixBig Hit.
teen members present and the followtwenty years.
to the Thirty-fourth street crosstown
ing officers were elected:
line, and to this end the girl in the
President —
H. Boylan.
A fire alarm Monday was the cause
The man who was having his picture red hat asked for and received six
Vice President— G. Blair.
of a near-panic in the Idea theater. taken in the photographgallery was transfers. But the other five changed
Secretary— R. Van Lente.
The department was called out to a an innocent listenerto this conversa- their minds before they reached tho
Treasurer — P. Vanderlist.
blaze in theRooseboomresidence on tion between two young ladies on the transferpoint, declaringthemselves
Hoard of Managers— J. Knoll, G.
other side of the screen:
in favor of q shopping foray, so only Blair, M. 1). Rich. S. C. Hill, G. C.
. East Eighteenth street. Some one
"You know, Kate, I sometimes wear the girl with the red hat held to tho Moody. J. C. Lappinga.
passing the theater shouted fire. Ina long curl hanging down the back of
The society now has a total enrolloriginal plan and boarded the Thirtystantly there was a rush for the my neck?”
fourth street car. When the conduc- ment of thirty-six,and i> in a tlour* -doors, but the audience was calmed
"Yes.”
tor came for her fare, she handed him •'’•ng -omPfion During its four
by»Vbe ushers. On the way to the
"Well, when Phil was calling on me the whole bunch of transfers — tho years of work it has paid out over
>)-> D m sick and accident benefits.
•. fire the team driven by John Van the other evening, he asked me if he
original six. The conductor looked at
After the business meeting the soLangevelde of hose company No. 2, might have that curl, and I jokingly her, on each side of her and all around
ciety was entertained with music and
said yes. Before I knew what he was
her. Apparently she was alone. Also recitations. Light refreshmentswere
fell.
about, he had taken a little pair of
she was oblivious. Then he said: served and after the singing of
The Singing Society of the 9th scissors out of his pocket and clipped "Where are the others ?" The girl 'Home, Sweet Home," the meeting
It off, close to my head."
with the red hat looked up, startled a'Hourned. all having spent an enjoy: Street Christian Reformed church
"Why, the Idea! Didn't that make and confused for the Instant.Then able evenig.
vundecdirection of Chas, Van Hem- you furious?”
she replied, with cold dignity: "That,
which gave a very successful "Not for the smallest fraction of a
sir, is all the transfer man gave me.”
and highly appreciated concert last second. I thought it was splendid of
year will render another miscellan him that he didn’t seize it and pull it
The Frank Butcher.
eous program on Wednesday eve- off."— Youth’s Companion.
!

1

j

SHE

THE CURE THAT’S SURE
roR

COUGHS, COLDS, WHOOPING COUGH
AND ALL DISEASES OF
THROAT, CHEST AND LUNGS

Famous

Cures.

Price 50c and

%1M

SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY

i

Walsh

!

SHOWN

Dm"

and

Co.,

YOUNG

ENCYCLOPEDIES

A

FOOD FOR A YEAR

ning, January

25 at 7:30. Some

of sacred music by well
Woman Given Some Advice.
known composers will be rendered.
A drunken man embarked on a
Everybody is welcome, a silver downtown car at a cross street, and,
collection will be taken for the with a great show of gravity, made his
benefit of the new ChristianInsane way down the aisle, taking the only
vacant seat, the other half of which
Asylum.
was occupied by a woman wearing a
The common council members, hat with an unusually wide brim.
city officials, a few friends and the
Every time the car lurched the womfraternity were surprised last Jeve- an’s bead "bobbed” and the sharp rim
ning when the mayor announced of the hat raked her fellow passenger
that Alderman and Mrs. Henry Ily- across the cheek. Several times his
hand sought his face in protection,but
ina extended them an invitationto
finally, becoming nettled, he pushed
spend the evening at their home on
off the hat rim with considerable
Graves place. The kind invitation vigor.
was accepted after the meeting had
“Sir!" exclaimedthe indignant womadjourned. And such an entertain an.
ment as was given will live long in
"Madam.” retorted he, with portenthe memory of this official bunch- tious anger, "what you need is a whole
section, and not a half seat in a street
The agregationof ten hungry alder
fine pieces

including Holkeboer and not car."
The passengers tittered and
discountingthe newspaper men who
woman aubsided, and after that kept
are always there when the eats are
her hat out of range.
around sat down to a six course dinner. Covers were laid for 22 and
Warming the Egg>.
every place filled. A unique feature
ef the evening was that the name of
Therq was once an old lady In
each person present was written on a Scotlandwho kept a few hens. As
card designating the place at the she lived close to the house in which
banquet table he was to occupy. On a church minister lived, he asked her
to send him two new-laid eggs every
the reverse side of the card was a
morning, and he would pay her for
politicalstunt conjured in the brain
them.
of Johnny Hyma. Each contained
So the old lady sent her girl to the
a “drive” on the person who’s name minister'i house every morning with
appeared on the card. The mayor two eggs, and the miniater's servant
suggested that each man read his always thought the eggs were newly
own card and the roars of laughter laid because they felt quite warm, as
that emanated from the banquet If they had Just been taken from the
ben’s nest
hall was a caution.
But one day the eggs were cold, so
Knickerbocker quartet of Hope
the servant asked: "Are the eggs
college was present and rendered an
fresh today. Janey? They do not
excellentprogram. The quartet
seem warm.1*
consists of Martin Verberg, Gerrit
The simple girl looked at the maid
De Motts, Joe Weurding and John and then said: "Ou, ay, they’re quite
Hyma. Gebhard Stegeman gave 2 fresh, only my mother could not get
Piano Solo’s which were well re the cat to sit on them this morning,
as It ran away.”
ceived.
Gerrit De Motts also gave two recitations that called for prolongedapSigns of Rain.
plause. Mr. and Mrs. Hyma cerThe following natural weather signs
tainly know how to entertainand
are given In an old book— The croakthat spread was like "Mother use to ing of frogs In the morning indicates

make.

fine weather. If frogs croak more
than usual, If toads issue from their
Charles Koeningberg was con- holes In the evening In great numbers,
victed by a jury of an assault and If the earthworms come out of the
battery charge on a young girl from earth, if the moles throw up more
North Holland, instead of rape. The earth than usual, If the cows look toward the heavens and turn up their
News is too disgustedto write more
nostrils as If catching some smell, If
at this time, but after further investthe oxen lick their fore feet, If the
igation may have more to say.
dogs lie on their right sides— all these
ere signs which announce rain.
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“Our butcher is such a nice manj
George. So frank and outspoken!”

Meat ..............
Milk

uvumn

Mors Importsnt
ReturningTraveler (bitterly sarcastic)— I believe the buckles on this valise are gt>ld plated. There'll be a
duty to pAjr on those, I presume.

Customs Inspector— Never mind the
gold plated buckles. Let us get down
to brass tacks. What have you got Inside the vallsef

Yes, thats^thejword—

SLAUGHTERED —

prices slashed

to]almost nothing
Britanrica— 30 vols., first-classcondition

^ 01C

ninth edition ..........................

U

only
volumes,

AppletonV- 16

volumes,

I

J

1

A

flfl

U

U

i

flft

lUiUU
C

Chambers— 12

AA

3,1)11

only ......................

...3001b*.

..................
240

qts.

Butter .........
100 B*.
all this buttering?"
Eggs ..................27 dos.
"Don’t be slangy, dear. You will
Vegetables .............. 500 lbs.
like Mr. Suet much better when I tell
you what he said. I went into hia
This represents a fair rashop to-day and ordered a nice steak
and when he told me the price, 1 tion for a man for a year.
said: "Why, Mr. Suet, meat prices
are all down!’ And he looked at me
But some people eat and
in such an astonished way and said:
’Are they?’ And I said: ’Yea, they eat and grow thinner. This
are.’ And he said: ‘My telephone Is
out of order, and the postman hasn’t means a defective digestion
been here for several days, and I
don't have time to read the papers, and unsuitable food. A large
and that’s why I haven’t heard about
size bottle of
the reduction.’ And he said he would
make some special inquiries when he
found time, and tell me what he had

"Eh! Why

learned as soon as he learned it
Wasn’t that nice of him, George?”
"It was. And as a partial reward
for his pleasing franknessI’ll let -him
equals in nourishing
the whistle for his next bill a month

man

H. H. Doesbur"

Other sets

at equally ridiculouslylow prices

See the window at

VAN DER PLOEG’S
“Where You Do

the Best”

Scott’s Emulsion

longer.”

ties ten pounds of

Your physician can

FARMS

proper-

meat

tell

you

FOR SALE

Suburban Knights.

Th« passengertraffic manager

dic-

how

it

does it

tated a letter to his new stenographFOB SALE BY ALL DBOOGI8T8
er and stated, among other things,
that his road was making special efSend 10o., name of 'paper and tbla ad. for onr
forts to promote the interests of subeautiful Sarin*. Bank and Child1* Sketoh-Book.
burbanites.The letter came back to Each bank contain* a Good Luck Fean/.
him for his signature containing the SCOTT a BOWNE. 409 Pml St, New Yak
statement that his road was making
special efforts to promote the inter SALE OR
OF REAL
ests of suburban knights. In derision
ESTATE.
he showed It to his assistantmanager, STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court for the County of Ot“Well, I don’t know,” said that philosopher. “I thing they are knight*.
At a session of said Court, held at
Better Just add ‘and ladies’ and let It

We
in

1

tawa.

ment at

little

encourago

this time of year.”

Mold DestroysInsulation.

may

be of value to Inexperienced
electriciansto know that nothing destroys rubber Insulation of wires so
quickly as common mold. Moisture
has little effect and wires have been
known to keep their coveringIntact
for many weeks lying In a bed o!
moist Iron rust, but failed In a minute or so when brought into contact
with mold. A house that is painted
before the walls are entirely dry Is
likely to abound In mold, and the only
It

j

’

‘the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven, in said County, on the
16th day of January,A. D. 1911.
Present: Hon. Edward P. .JCirby,
Judge of Probate.

i

i

list

of general

farms

Ottawa and Allegan counties and some in Kent

and other counties, which we

MORTGAGE

go. They need a

have a very complete

will be glad

to mail

you will send your address, and say

where
about you would like to locate. We have some
decided bargains, and many which cati be bought
with stock tools and all.
you

if

FIRST-CLASS FARMS

IS

OUR SPECIALTY

i

We always

In the matter of the estate of

look oat for the

ALBERT SCHOEMAKER,
Deceased.
John S. Bauman having

Buyer's interest

filed in said

court his petition,praying for license
to sell the interest of said estate in
certai nreal estate therein described,
it is ordered that the
13th day of February, A. D. 1911,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
probate office, be and is hereby appointed for hearing said petition,and
that all persons interested in said

1

John Weersing
Citizens

Phone 1764

Eolltnd, Michigan

,

estate appear before said court, at
temporary preventiveof immediate said time and place, to show cause
deterioration is carbolic acid, and why a license to sell the interest of
even this does not serve to save the said estate in said real estate should
not be granted.
Insulation unless constantly applied.

It is further ordered, that public notice thereof be given by publication
of a copy of this order, for three sucNot Buying Wholesale.
cessive weeks previous to said day of
A man went to the store to select hearing, in the Holland City News, a
some goods for a dress as a present newspaper printed and circulated in
to his wife. Ho caused the fat lady said county.
behind the counter no little trouble,
P. KIRBY,
but ih« finally persuaded him to deJudge of Probate.
A true copy:
cide upon a certain piece of goods.

EDWARD

"Now, I don’t exactly know how
much I want,” said the man.

ORRIE SLUITER,

A

Camera orPyrographicN
goods. Biggest line of Christmas'

and

New

Year cards

Register of Probate.

“Well," Interposedthe fat salessuavely, "let’s see. Now, 1
Ths Little Corporal.
should need about—”
Napoleon complainedof being ham*
"Madam,” brusquely rejoined the oered. "Rope," he exclaimed, "all I
hnsband, "I don’t want this for an srant is rope!” "Yes, sire, Eu-rope,"
awning; 1 want It for a dress."— Har- respondedbis generals.
per*! Magaxlne.

woman,

KODAKS

Coster Photo Supply
21 East Eighth Street

Co

